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ABSTRACT
This thes is is a collection of papers on the pa leomagnetics
of samples from several Deep Sea Drilling project (DSDP) sites
in the Indian Ocean. These papers present the basic paleo-
magnetic data, discuss the statistical methods for analyzing
such data from DSDP cores, and examine the implications of the
paleolatitudes for the origin of the Ninetyeast Ridge and the
northward motion of India.
Rarely do DSDP paleolatitudes approach the reliability of
good continental pole positions. However, the reliability of
such paleolatitudes can be markedly improved by using
comparisons with paleolatitudes of different ages from the
same site, paleolatitudes of similar ages from different sites
on the same plate, estimates of paleolatitude from the skewness
of marine magnetic anomalies, and continental paleopole.
pos i tions.
using such comparisons, a new paleomagnetic pole of upper
Cretaceous age has been defined for the Pacific plate.
A middle Cretaceous pole has been defined for the Wharton
Basin plate, and it suggests that there may have been left
lateral motion between Australia and the Wharton Basin.
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Paleolatitudes from the Ninetyeast Ridge are consistent
with the pole position for the Deccan Traps. These data
indica te that I ndia and the Ninetyeast Ridge moved northwards
with respect to the South Pole at l4.9i4.5 cm/yr from
70 to 40 mybp and at 5.2 i .8 cm/yr from 40 mybp until the
present. However, when this paleomotion is compared to the
Australian paleomagnetic data (by removing the relative motion
components), a major inconsistency appears between 40 and
50 mybp. The Australian data indicate that India should be
13 ° further north than the pos i tions implied by the Ninetyeast
Ridge data.
Basal paleolatitudes on the Ninetyeast Ridge indicate
that its volcanic source was approximately fixed in latitude
near 50oS, supporting the hypothesis that the ridge is the
trace of the Kerguelen hotspot on the northward moving Indian
plate. There is considerable geologic evidence in favor of
such an hypothesis, and there is none to contradict it.






The Indian Ocean has the most complìcated tectonìc
history of any of the world i s oceans because its floor has
been shaped by the complex breakup and dìspersal of the
Gondwanaland con tìnen t. This huge landmass was made up of
South Amerìca and the contìnental blocks which now surround
the Indian Ocean (Wegener, 1912a, 1912b, 1915; Du Toit, 1937;
Smith and Hallam, 1970; Fìgure 1). In the early Cretaceous
Gondwanaland started to break up, and the formation of the
Indian Ocean began (McKenzie and Sclater, 1971; Sclater and
Fisher, 1974). The Indìan subcontinent moved rapìdly northward,
and eventually it began to collide with Asìa. Two long aseismìc
rìdges, the Nìnetyeast Ridge to the east, and the Chagos-
Laccadive Ridge to the west, marked the transform faults
which once bounded the oceanic portion of the Indìan plate.
Both of these transform faults had actìve portìons whìch were
thousands of kilometers in length. To the east of India lay the
Sunda plate (not subducted) and the Wharton Basìn-Australìan
plate (see sketch map, Fìgure 2). To the west lay the
Afrìcan plate and the Chagos Transform Fault.
Al though we now know the basic steps by whìch the
Indian Ocean evolved, ìt was not untìl the Internatìonal
Indian Ocean Expedìtìon (1960-65) that a coherent image of
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the shape of the floor of the ocean began to emerge
(Figure 3). Only then did the presence of the long, lìnear,
aseismic rìdge now named the Nìnetyeast Ridge become known.
It was so named because ì t strikes nearly due north along
the 90th meridìan from about 310S until it ìs burìed by the
sedìments of the Bengal Fan near gON (Heezen and Tharp, 1965).
The Nìnetyeast Rìdge is a curious feature which dominates
the topography of the eastern Indian Ocean. It ìs some 4500
km. long, roughly 50-100 km. wìde, and its relief above the
surrounding ocean floor averages about 2 km. The earliest
explanation for the origin of the ridge interpreted it as a
horst (Francis and Raitt, 1967). Le Pichon and Heirtzler
(1968) recognized that the ridge marked the old boundary
between the Australian and the Indian plates, and they
suggested that ìts elevation was caused by the edge of one
plate overriding the other. The gravity and seìsmic data
presented by Bowin (1973) ìndicate that the ridge is nearly
ìsostatically compensated, and they are not compatible with
eì ther the horst or the overriding plate theory. In order to
maintain a sma 11 free air gravity anomaly and still provìde
the 7-8 km/sec material detected by seìsmìc refractìon
(Francis and Raitt, 1967), he proposed that a mixture of gabbro
and serpentinized peridotite was emplaced at depth at the same
FIGURE I
Reconstruction of Gondwanaland made using the
poles of rotation listed in Smith and Hallam
(1970), except that the sign of the longitude
of the Antarctica/India pole has been corrected
to +7.7°. Also Ceylon has been moved into the
space south of India to avoid overlap with
Antarctica. Paleographic coordinates based on
the Cygnet volcanic complex (104 mybp) paleo-
magnetic pole for Australia. These coordinates
are only approximate as Gondwanaland had certainly
begun to break up by this time. The map






























Sketch map of the Indian Ocean about 53 mybp.
Note the relative positions of the four plates
involved and the length of the Ninetyeast
Transform Fault. The position of the Ninetyeast
Ridge is delineated by DSDP sites 214, 216, and
217. Lambert equal area projection, centered
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Bathymetric chart of the Indian Ocean. Contours
from recently published Russian bathymetric chart
(Burakova, ed., no publ. date). Squares indicate
the positions of DSDP sites for which some
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time as the volcanic p~le was being built at the surface.
He favored a modification of the hotspot model (Wilson, 1965 ~
Morgan, 1971, 1972a, 1972b) as the emplacement
mechanism.
Basìcally, the hotspot model postulates that there are
deep volcanic sources ìn the mantle whìch create rìsìng plumes
ìn the aesthenosphere. These plumes impìnge on the underside
of the lithosphere, and the material ìn them pe.netrates the
plate and creates a pile of excess volcanìcs at the surface.
Furthermore, these plumes are postulated to be fixed, or
nearly fixed, with respect to geographic coordinates. If
the plate above is moving over the plume some of the excess
volcanìcs are carrìed away and a new pìle is created in theìr
place, much as smoke signals drift off to leeward in a slow
breeze and are replaced by more from the same source. The
surface manifestation of thìs process is an island/seamount
chain (such as the Hawaiì/Emperor seamount chain, Wìlson, 1965)
ìf the delì very of the volcanìcs to the surface ìs dìscon tìnuous,
or a contìnuous rìdge ìf the delìvery process ìs continuous
(see sketch, Figure 4).
A more recent theory for the orìgìn of the Ninetyeast
Ridge ìs that it ìs the lìne of excess volcanics produced
at the migrating junction of a spreadìng center and a major
26
transform fault (Sclater and Fisher, 1974). The location
of thìs junctìon ìs not assumed to be fìxed in any way with
respect to present geographic coordinates, and ìt ìs assumed
to be free to mìgrate according to the kinematics of the
plate system.
Both the hotspot model and the mìgrating rìdge-transform
junction model fìt the available data ìn 1974, but both had
sìgnifìcant shortcomings which were difficul t to explaìn.
The hotspot model did not predict any correlation between
the age of the ridge and the age of the Indìan plate to the
west, to whìch it was presumably attached. However, the
Deep Sea Drìlling Project results from Legs 22 and 26
(Von der Borch, Sclater et. al., 1974 i Davies i Luyendyk et al.,
1974) indicate very similar ages for both the ridge and the
plate along the entire length of the rìdge. Scla ter and
Fìsher's (1974) model explaìned thìs age relatìonshìp.
However, their model predicted that the excess volcanics "
¡c
should have been created at the plate boundary, and presumably r
some of them should have ended up on the Antarctìc plate and
formed a "mirror image" ridge counterbalancing the Ninetyeast
Ridge. There appeared to be no such rìdge on the Antarctìc
plate wìth the correct orientation.
27
FIGURE 4
Sketch of the model for the generation of the
Ninetyeast Ridge by a hotspot.
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Recently, Luyendyk and Rennìck (in press, 1976) sought
to explain these two inconsìstencìes in the earlìer models
by invoking a two hotspot hypothesìs for the origìn of
the rìdge. They postulated that Amsterdam and St. Paul
Islands and Kerguelen and Heard Islands mark the present
posìtìons of two hotspots, and they suggested that both
con trìbuted to the formation of the Ninetyeast Rìdge.
Because one or the other hotspot always remained near the
Antarctìc-Indìan plate boundary, they could explaìn the
close age correspondence between the ridge and the adjacent
plate. Because the Kerguelen hotspot spent a large portion
of tìme under the Antarctic plate they also required a
"mìrror ìmage" ridge to satìsfy theìr model. They
demonstrated that the Kerguelen-Gaussberg Ridge 1 whìch strikes
to the southeast from Kerguelen Island, dìd mark the trace of
the Kerguelen hotspot under the Antarctìc plate ìf one
assumed that the Ninetyeast Rìdge was also a hotspot trace.
Thìs relatìonshìp had not been known prevìously because the
absolute motìon vector of the Antarctic plate ìs quì te
different from its relative motion vector with respect to
India, and previous investiga tors had been led astray by their
intuition.
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These hypotheses each predict the lati tude at which
the volcanic basement of the rìdge was formed as a functìon
of time. These predicted paleolatitudes differ consìderably
from one model to the next for certain parts of the rìdge.
Thus it is possìble, at least in theory, to test one
hypothesis against the others. There have been five Deep
Sea Drillìng Project sites drilled on the rìdge, as well as
others on either side of it. Because of the large volume of
material recovered at these sites, it is possìble to dìrectly
measure the paleolatitudes along the length of the ridge.
The following chapters develop these ìdeas using the
paleomagnetic data from DSDP sites 213,214,215,216,217,
253, and 254. Supporting data is drawn from other DSDP
si tes in the Wharton Basin.
The chapters are arranged ìn chronological order as
they have appeared or will appear in the literature. Chapter
Ii, "Paleomagnetic results of basalt samples from DSDP Leg 26,
Southern Indian Ocean", (Peirce et al., 1974) was the most
.:
complete paleomagnetic study of DSDP basalts from one leg
t
prior to the attempts at deep basalt penetratìon on DSDP
Leg 34. During my ìnì tial year of work on the Ninetyeast
Rìdge rocks I became ìncreasingly aware of the inadequacy
of the statistics then used to analyze DSDP paleomagnetics
data. A preprint of a new statìstìcal approach by Allan
Cox (in preparation, 1976) stimulated the analysis which
culminated in Chapter III, "Assessing the reliabil i ty of
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DSDP paleolatitudes", (Peìrce, ìn press, 1976). Wìth
a ratìonal statìstìcal method with which to ,~lace the data
ìn a realìstic perspectìve finally avaìlable, I completed
the work on the Ninetyeast Rìdge samples. Those results
and their implications for the origin of the ridge are
discussed ìn Chapter iv, "The or ìgin of the Ninetyeast
Ridge and the northward motion of Indìa, based on DSDP
paleolatitudes" .
Analysìs of these paleomagnetic data leads to the
followìng conclusìons:
(1) The Ninetyeast Ridge ìs attached to the Indìan
plate and it has moved northwards about 5000 km. sìnce the
late Cretaceous.
(2) The rate of northward motion of Indìa was 14.9 +
4.5 cm/yr from 70 to 40 millìon years .before present (mybp)
when it sLowed to a rate of 5.2 cm/yr + .8 cm/yr. The
latter rate has contìnued to the present. The time of slowi~g
roughly corresponds to the collìsìon of India and Asìa ìn
the Eocene.
(3) The basal paleolatìtudes for four sìtes on the ridge
are aii near 50oS, supporting a Kerguelen hotspot model
for the origìn of the rìdge as suggested by Morgan (1972a,
1972b) .
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(4) There are serious errors in the paleolatitudes of
prevìous reconstructions of the Indian Ocean (Sclater and
Fìsher, 1974). Australian paleomagnetìc poles were used
as the paleola ti tude reference for these maps, and there
are large, presently unresolvable, differences between the
Australian and the Indian plate paleomagnetic data sets.
In order to compare these data sets one must correct for
the relatìve motìons of the plates. Thus, the source of
the error may be ìn the relative motion estimates for
India/Antarctìca and Australia/Antarctica, as well as ìn
the paleomagnetic data itself.
Al though the paleomagnetic data strongly support the
Kerguelen hotspot model for the origin of the Ninetyeas t
Rìdge, the major firm conclusion is that the volcanic
source which created the ridge was nearly fixed ìn latitude.
To date there has been no mechanìsm supported
by the available evìdence which can explaìn the reason for
the existence of rìsìng plumes of hot material from deep ìn
the mantle. As such plumes have been proposed as a plate
drìvìng mechanìsm (Morgan, 1971), the proof or disproof of
their existence ìs a major unsolved problem. This thesìs
strongly supports the existence of one such plume, but a
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A B S T R A C T
M a g n e t i c  m e a s u r e m e n t s  w e r e  m a d e  o n  6 7  b a s a l t  s a m p l e s  f r o m
S i t e s  2 5 0 ,  2 5 1 , 2 5 3 , 2 5 4 ,  2 5 6 ,  a n d  2 5 7  o f  L e g  2 6 ,  D e e p  S e a  D r i l i n g
P r o j e c t .  P a l e o l a t i t u d e s  e s t i m a t e d  f r o m  t h e  i n c l i n a t i o n s  a f t e r
a l t e r n a t i n g - f i e l d  d e m a g n e t i z a t i o n  a t  1 0 0  o e  a r e  c o m p a t i b l e  w i t h  a p -
p a r e n t  p o l a r  w a n d e r i n g  c u r v e s  ( e x c e p t  S i t e  2 5 6 )  a n d  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n s
o f  t h e  I n d i a n  O c e a n  b a s e d  o n  l i n e a t e d  m a g n e t i c  a n o m a l i e s  ( e x c e p t
S i t e s  2 5 0  a n d  2 5 6 ) .  T h e  s a m p l e s  d i s p l a y e d  l o w  c o e r c i v i t i e s  ( 9 5 - o e
a v e r a g e  m e d i a n  d e s t r u c t i v e  f i e l d ) ,  e x c e p t  a t  S i t e  2 5 4  ( 3 8 3 - o e  m e d i a n
d e s t r u c t i v e  f i e l d ) .  I n t e n s i t i e s  o f  n a t u r a l  r e m a n e n t  m a g n e t i z a t i o n  a r e
l o w e r  t h a n  a r e  t y p i c a l  o f  d r e d g e d  b a s a l t s ,  a n d  l o w - f i e l d  s u s c e p -
t i b i l i t i e s  a r e  h i g h e r .  V i s c o u s  r e m a n e n t  m a g n e t i z a t i o n  w a s  s h o w n  e x -
p e r i m e n t a l l y  t o  b e  h i g h  i n  m a n y  s p e c i m e n s  a n d  c o u l d  a c c o u n t  f o r  a
l a r g e  p o r t i o n  o f  t h e i r  o r i g i n a l  i n t e n s i t y .  L o w  c o e r c i v i t i e s ,  h i g h
v i s c o u s  r e m a n e n c e ,  a n d  t h e  l i m i t e d  n u m b e r  o f  f l o w s  s a m p l e d  a l l
d e t r a c t  f r o m  t h e  s t a t i s t i c a l  c o n f i d e n c e  o f  t h e  p a l e o l a t i t u d e  e s t i m a t e s .
S i t e  2 5 7  r e v e a l e d  a  p o l a r i t y  r e v e r s a l ,  w h i c h  c a n  m o s t  l i k e l y  b e  a t -
t r i b u t e d  t o  a  t h i n  d i k e  o r  s i l  i n j e c t e d  d u r i n g  a  r e v e r s e d  e p i s o d e  s u b -
s e q u e n t  t o  t h e  e m p l a c e m e n t  a n d  c o o l i n g  o f  t h e  r e s t  o f  t h e  c o r e d  s e c -
t i o n ,  w h i c h  i s  n o r m a l l y  p o l a r i z e d .
I N T R O D U C T I O N
S i n c e  t h e  t e c t o n i c  m o t i o n s  o f  t h e  p l a t e s  i n  t h e  I n d i a n
O c e a n  w e r e  b o t h  r a p i d  a n d  e x t e n s i v e  a n d  a s  t h e y  a r e  n o t
y e t  w e l l  u n d e r s t o o d  e a s t  o f  t h e  N i n e t y e a s t  R i d g e ,
r e l i a b l e  p a l e o l a t i t u d e  d e t e r m i n a t i o n s  f r o m  t h e r e  w o u l d
b e  v a l u a b l e .  L e g  2 6  o f  t h e  D e e p  S e a  D r i l i n g  P r o j e c t
r e c o v e r e d  l o n g  s e c t i o n s  o f  c o r e d  b a s a l t  f r o m  s i x  s i t e s  i n
t h e  I n d i a n  O c e a n ,  p r o v i d i n g  t h e  f i r s t  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o
a n a l y z e  p a l e o m a g n e t i c  v a r i a t i o n s  a n d  p r o p e r t i e s  w i t h
d e p t h .  U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  e a c h  s i t e  p r o b a b l y  s a m p l e d  o n l y  a
s m a l l  n u m b e r  o f  f l o w s ,  t h u s  l e a v i n g  t h e  p a l e o l a t i t u d e
e s t i m a t e s  o p e n  t o  c o n s i d e r a b l e  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n .  N e v e r -
t h e l e s s ,  p a l e o m a g n e t i c  l a t i t u d e s  a t  S i t e s  2 5 1 ,  2 5 3 ,  2 5 4 ,
a n d  2 5 7  a r e  c o m p a t i b l e  w i t h  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n s  o f  t h e
I n d i a n  O c e a n  b a s e d  o n  ! i n e a t e d  m a g n e t i c  a n o m a l i e s
( M c K e n z i e  a n d  S c l a t e r ,  1 9 7 1 ;  S c l a t e r  a n d  F i s h e r ,  i n
p r e s s ) .
M e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  r e m a n e n t  m a g n e t i z a t i o n  w e r e  m a d e
o n  6 7  s a m p l e s  ( 7 2  s p e c i m e n s )  f r o m  S i t e s  2 5 0 ,  2 5 1 ,  2 5 3 ,
2 5 4 , 2 5 6 ,  a n d  2 5 7 .  T w e n t y - n i n e  s p e c i m e n s  w e r e  p r o g r e s -
s i v e l y  d e m a g n e t i z e d  i n  a l t e r n a t i n g  f i e l d s  t o  l e s s  t h a n  2 5 %
o f  t h e i r  n a t u r a l  r e m a n e n t  m a g n e t i z a t i o n  ( N R M )  i n -
' W o o d s  H o l e  O c e a n o g r a p h i c  I n s t i t u t i o n  C o n t r i b u t i o n  N u m b e r
2 9 6 8 .
' N o w  a t  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  
C a l i f o r n i a ,  S a n t a  B a r b a r a ,  C a l i f o r n i a .
t e n s i t y ,  a n d  a  t e s t  f o r  v i s c o u s  r e m a n e n t  m a g n e t i z a t i o n
( V R M )  w a s  c o n d u c t e d  u s i n g  2 0  s p e c i m e n s .  P a l e o -
l a t i t u d e  e s t i m a t e s ,  b a s e d  o n  t h e  g e o c e n t r i c  d i p o l e
a s s u m p t i o n ,  w e r e  m a d e  u s i n g  t h e  m a g n e t i c  i n c l i n a t i o n s
a f t e r  c l e a n i n g  i n  a  p e a k  a l t e r n a t i n g  f i e l d  o f  1 0 0  o e .
T h e  f o l l o w i n g  a b b r e v i a t i o n s  f o r  p a l e o m a g n e t i c  t e r m s
a r e  u s e d  i n  t h i s  r e p o r t :  A F ,  a l t e r n a t i n g  f i e l d ;  G ,  G a u s s
( e m u j c c ) ;  H 1 0 0 ,  A F  d e m a g n e t i z e d  a t  1 0 0  o e ;  J n r m ,  i n t e n -
s i t y  o f  N R M ;  M D F ,  m e d i a n  d e s t r u c t i v e  f i e l d ;  N R M ,
n a t u r a l  r e m a n e n t  m a g n e t i z a t i o n ;  o e ,  o e r s t e d s ;  S ,
m a g n e t i c  v i s c o s i t y  c o e f f i c i e n t ;  S  j  J n r m ,  n o r m a l i z e d
v i s c o s i t y  c o e f f c i e n t ;  S R M ,  s h o c k  r e m a n e n t  m a g -
n e t i z a t i o n ;  T c ,  C u r i e  t e m p e r a t u r e ;  V G P ,  v i r t u a l  g e o m a g -
n e t i c  p o l e ;  V R M ,  v i s c o u s  r e m a n e n t  m a g n e t i z a t i o n .
N A T U R A L  R E M A N E N T  M A G N E T I Z A T I O N ,
C O E R C I V I T Y ,  A N D  S U S C E P T I B I L I T Y
S p e c i m e n  m a g n e t i z a t i o n s  w e r e  m e a s u r e d  o n  a  s p i n n e r
m a g n e t o m e t e r  w i t h  c o i l  p i c k u p  ( P h i l i p s  a n d  K u c k e s ,
1 9 6 7 )  o p e r a t e d  a t  9 . 5  H z  a n d  9 7 . 5  H z .  A  P r i n c e t o n
A p p l i e d  R e s e a r c h  S M - 2  s p i n n e r  m a g n e t o m e t e r ,
o p e r a t e d  a t  i  5  H z ,  w a s  u s e d  f o r  a  f e w  o v e r s i z e  s p e c i -
m e n s .  I n t e n s i t i e s  o f  N R M  r a n g e d  f r o m  3 . 9  X  1 0 - 4  G  t o
4 . 3 3  X  1 O - 2 G ,  t h e  g e o m e t r i c  m e a n  f o r  a l l  s a m p l e s  b e i n g
3 . 2 2  X  1 O - 3 G ( T a b l e  1 ) .  T h e s e  v a l u e s  a r e  c o m p a r a b l e  t o
t h o s e  p r e v i o u s l y  r e p o r t e d  f o r  D S D P  b a s a l t s ,  b u t  a r e
s o m e w h a t  l o w e r  t h a n  t y p i c a l  v a l u e s  f o r  d r e d g e d  b a s a l t s
( L o w r i e  e t  a I . ,  1 9 7 3 ) .
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J. W. PEIRCE, C. R. DENHAM, B. P. LUYENDYK
-3B~ TABLE 1
Paleomagnetic Results from Basalt Samples, DSDP, Leg 26
Sample NRM HI00 Jmm k
(Interval in cm) IncL. IncL. (lO-4G) MDF S/Jnrm (%) (lO-4G/oe) Remarks
Site 250 (33.46°S, 39.37°E)
25-2, 140 -770 -76.2 108 9,3
26-2, 140 -773 -62.7 131 2.4 12.9
26-3, 16 -65.5 -59.1 153 7.5
26-4,09 -71. -67.5 89.3 11.8
26-5, 115 -70.7 -68.6 88.3 10.9
26-6, 58 -84.4 -70.0 73.5 40 13.4
Site 251 (36.500S, 49.48°E)
31-2,84 -67.5 -52.8 21.6 72 1. 3,5
31-3,50 -72.2 -50.5 46.1 40 1.6 19.7
31-4,48 -26.1 -20.2 7.7 140 8.6 13.2 High VRM
31-5,105 -69.8 -66.9 104 75 .3 10.4
Site 253 (24.88°S, 87.37°E)
58-175 CC -62.4 -68.5 8.8 145 2.2 31. Incls., Jnr, k
mean of 3 spec.
Site 254 (30.97°S, 87.90° E) 
31-1,111 - 2.7 +70.2 4.0 370 6.0 1.9 High VRM
35-1,54 +62.2 +61. 11.9 4.3
35-1, 107 +70.6 +68.9 3.9 350 3.6 4.4
35-2,40 +54.6 +67.0 4.1 5,5
35-3, 23 +74.8 +70.9 15.4 6.4
35-3, 110 +54.6 +60.1 22.3 9.4
36-2, 30 +63.8 +63.9 39.4 6.9
36-3, 25 +64.4 +64.1 21.4 6.8
36-3, 105 +66.6 +66.1 19.7 430 .2 8.5
Site 256 (23.46°S, 100.77°E)
9-2,12 -48.7 -52.3 56.5 110 .5 12,1
9-2, 130 -64.7 -56.0 46.8 10.8 Poor stabilty
9-3, 35 -56.0 -53,3 16.2 29.2
9-3, 129 -19.2 -49.2 92.0 35.7
10-2,68 +50.1 -40.4 33.6 30 ? 40.3 Poor stability
10-2, 140
-52.8 -50.4 94.5 41. Poor stabilty
10-2, 145 -67.5 -60.7 131 36,9
10-3,31 -49.0 -52.1 110 39.2 Poor stability
10-3, 85 +77.1 +64.1 19.7 29.0 41.4 High VRM
10-3, 140 +51.4 +59.5 106
10-4, 15 +20.6 -42.7 26.1 35.3
10-4, 64 +24.9 -45.7 29.8 22.9
11-1,15 -45.0 -58.2 187 60 1.8 40.6
11-1, 122 -57,8 -41. 35.2 41.8 Poor stabilty
11 -2, 15 -64.4 -48.5 37.4 35,7 Poor stabilty
11-2,88 -57,9 -61. 433 25.3
11-3, 15 +12.6 -53.5 34.6 120 7.8 33.9 High VRM
Site 257 (30.99°S, 108.35°E)
11-2,74 -49.2 -52.9 22.7 130 2.0 13.4
11-3, 130 -67.2 -70.5 21. 135 9.0
12-1, 130 -61.6 -63,6 23.7 125 7.9
12-2, 140 -74.5 -69.7 28.1 9.3
12-3, 85 -67.6 -68.1 68.0 100 12.2 Mean of 2 spec.
13-2,80 -38.1 -46.0 21.9 19.7
13-2, 88 -54.9 -57.9 44.6 17.8
13-2, 120 -44.0 -44.6 44.9 14.9
13-2, 137 -40.3 -46.0 15.8 19.3
13-3, 15 +47.0 +45.5 20.7 75 18.6 Mean of 2 spec,
13-3, 20 +48,3 +46.6 34.3 18.8
13-3,40 -36.5 -35.1 45.2 18.7
13-3, 56 -38,7 -37.6 57.9 18.3
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F i g u r e  1 .  P r o g r e s s i v e  A F  d e m a g n e t i z a t i o n  c u r v e s  f o r  D S D P
L e g  2 6  b a s a l t  s p e c i m e n s .  I n t e n s i t e s  a r e  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e
u n t r e a t e d  ( N R M )  v a l u e s .  R e p l i c a t e  d e m a g n e t i z a t i o n  a n d
m e a s u r e m e n t s  a r e  c o n n e c t e d  b y  v e r t i c a l  b a r s .
S a m p l e s  2 5 4 - 3 1 - 1 - 1  I I  a n d  2 5 6 - 1 1 - 3 - 1 5 ,  w h i c h  a l s o  d i s -
p l a y e d  h i g h  v i s c o s i t y  c o e f f c i e n t s ,  w e r e  n o t  r e j e c t e d ,
s i n c e  t h e i r  m a g n e t i c  d i r e c t i o n s  m o v e d  r a p i d l y  a t  l o w
c l e a n i n g  f i e l d s  a n d  s t a b i l i z e d  n e a r  t h e  1 0 0 - o e  p o s i t i o n ,
i n d i c a t i n g  t h a t  t h e  l a r g e  V R M  c o m p o n e n t  h a d  b e e n
s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  r e m o v e d .
T o  s u p p l e m e n t  t h e  V R M  t e s t s ,  t w o  s p e c i m e n s  w e r e
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F i g u r e  2 .  P r o g r e s s i v e  A F  d e m a g n e t i z a t i o n  c u r v e s  f o r  D S D P
L e g  2 6  b a s a l t  s p e c i m e n s .  I n t e n s i t e s  a r e  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e
u n t r e a t e d  ( N R M )  v a l u e s .  R e p l i c a t e  d e m a g n e t i z a t i o n  a n d
m e a s u r e m e n t s  a r e  c o n n e c t e d  b y  v e r t i c a l  b a r s .
n e t i z a t i o n  ( S R M ) .  W h i l e  h e l d  i n  a  k n o w n  o r i e n t a t i o n ,
e a c h  w a s  g i v e n  a  t a p  w i t h  a  s c r e w d r i v e r ,  w h o s e  l o c a l
f i e l d  w a s  a b o u t  0 . 5  o e .  B o t h  s p e c i m e n s  d i s p l a y e d  i m -
m e d i a t e  c h a n g e s  i n  i n t e n s i t y  ( F i g u r e s  1 2  a n d  1 3 ) ,
a m o u n t i n g  t o  a b o u t  5 %  o f  N R M  a n d  o r i e n t e d  a l o n g  t h e
d i r e c t i o n  o f  t h e  a p p l i e d  e a r t h ' s  f i e l d ,  s i m i l a r  t o  t h e
b e h a v i o r  o b s e r v e d  b y  N a g a t a  ( 1 9 7 1 ) .  S i n c e  i t  i s  d i f f c u l t
t o  a s s e s s  t h e  i n t e n s i t y  a n d  s t a b i l i t y  o f  S R M  a c q u i r e d
d u r i n g  D S D P  d r i l l i n g ,  r e c o v e r y ,  a n d  s t o r a g e  o p e r a t i o n s ,
w e  h a v e  a s s u m e d  t h a t  i t s  i n f l u e n c e  i s  w e a k  i n  s p e c i m e n s
d e m a g n e t i z e d  i n  p e a k  a l t e r n a t i n g  f i e l d s  o f  1 0 0  o e  o r
h i g h e r .
I N C L I N A  n O N S  A N D  R E V E R S A L S
T h e  c o r r e l a t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  p o l a r i t y  o f  t h e  s a m p l e s
( F i g u r e  1 4 ,  T a b l e  1 )  a n d  t h e  p o l a r i t y  o f  t h e  o c e a n i c
m a g n e t i c  a n o m a l i e s  a t  t h e  d r i l  s i t e s  w a s  p o o r .  S i t e  2 5 0
w a s  d r i l e d  o n  a  n e g a t i v e  a n o m a l y ,  y e t  t h e  s a m p l e s  a l l
h a d  n o r m a l  i n c l i n a t i o n s .  C o n v e r s e l y ,  S i t e  2 5 4  s a m p l e s
h a d  v e r y  s t a b l e  r e v e r s e d  i n c l i n a t i o n s ,  y e t  t h e  s i t e  l a y o v e r
a  p o s i t i v e  a n o m a l y .  T h e  p o s i t i v e  a n o m a l i e s  a t  S i t e s  2 5 6
tjo
PALEOMAGNETIC RESULTS OF BASALT SAMPLES
TABLE 1 - Continued
Sample NRM HlOO Jnrm k
(Interval in cm) Incl. Incl. (lO-4G) MDF S/Jnr (%) (lO-4G/oe) Remarks
13-3, 80 -50.0 -48.1 25.0
13-3, 103 -46.0 -39.7 41.6 18.8
13-3, 124 -21. -36.9 45.7 15.4
13-4, 62 -31. -51.9 12.3 20.2
14-2, 95 -31. -34.8 11.8 17.8
14-3,73 -48.9 -59.2 23.9 19.7
14-4, 111 -42.4 -61. 51. 65 5.2 42.2 High VRM
14-5, 95 -66,1 -67.4 22,8 12.7
Site 257 (30.99°S, 108.35°E)
15-1,133 -60.7 -68.1 50.4 70 19.2 Mean of 2 spec.
15-2, 111 -70.2 -71. 23.7 14.1
16-1,124 -67.9 -68.6 36,0 14.8
16-2, 145 -48.6 -61.8 17.4 130 15.9 Mean of 2 spec,
16-3, 73 -65.0 -70.2 33.1 20.1
17-1,86 -67.5 -71. 45.0 140 1.0 21. H200 Incl.
17-2,60 -65.0 -66.2 19.9 13.9
17-4, 145 -67.7 -68.6 12.1 16.4
17-5, 130 -69.1 -71. 80.7 120 2.7 18.5 H200 Incl.
An alternating field (AF) demagnetizing apparatus
with two-axis tumbler and ambient field cancellation to
less than 5 X 10-3 oe was used for magnetic cleaning.
During progressive AF demagnetization, the mag-
netization directions usually stabilized after cleaning in
a 100-oe peak field.
Except at Site 254, all the specimens which were pro-
gressively demagnetized exhibited low coercivities, their
MDF's averaging 95 oe for 20 specimens (Table 1). In
most of the samples, Ade-Hall (this volume, Chapter 19)
found little altered, single-phase titanomagnetite, whose
coarse grain size appears to control the coercivity.
However, at Site 257, hematite is also present in several
samples, contributing to higher MDF and lower NRM
intensity (Figure 1).
Only samples from Site 254 show evidence of signifi-
cant deuteric oxidation. Ade-Hall (this volume, Chapter
20) found exsolved lathes of ilmenite within grains of
low-titanium titanomagnetite. The ilmenite divides the
titanomagnetite into finer grains, accounting for the
high average MDF of 383 at this site.
Low-field magnetic susceptibilities, measured with a
Geophysical Specialties bridge, are higher than those for
dredged basalts (Fox and Opdyke, 1973) and for pre-
viously reported DSDP basalts (Lowrie et aI., 1973;
Lowrie and Opdyke, 1972, 1973). There is consid-
erable variation between sites, ranging from an arith-
metic mean of 6.0 X 10-4 G / oe at Site 254 to one of 32.7
X 10-4 G/oe at Site 256 (Table 1).
viscous REMANENT MAGNETIZATION
When demagnetized in a peak field of 25-50 oe, most
of the normally polarized specimens showed an increase
of about 5% in intensity (Figures 2-7), accompanied by a
slight increase in inclination. This effect is attributed to
the addition of an oppositely inclined component of
VRM, acquired during upright storage in the northern
hemisphere, to the NRM component acquired in the
southern hemisphere.
An experiment with VRM, similar to that described
by Lowrie (1973), was conducted on 20 specimens to
evaluate the materials for paleomagnetic purposes. Each
specimen was first demagnetized until less than 10% of
its NRM remained. It was then placed in a constant
orientation in the earth's field, and its magnetization
was measured over a period of 1000 hours at 8-10
logarithmically spaced times. The VRM accumulated
since the beginning of the experiment was plotted
against the logarithm of time in hours, and the magnetic
viscosity coeffcient (S) was determined from the slope
of the least-squares best-fitting line (Figures 8-11). S
ranged from 0.2 to 29% of Jnr (Table I) for a lO-fold
increase in time, implying possible VRM acquisition
during the Brunhes normal epoch of 2-290% (see
captions of Figures 8-11). An AF of about 100 oe was
suffcient for removing an amount equivalent to the
inferred Brunhes VRM in all but Site 254 specimens.
Site 254 directions showed very little change between
100 and 1300 oe cleaning, indicating that any VRM
component had been removed by 100 oe. We found gen-
erally high levels of VRM, which may complicate the
interpretation of marine magnetic anomalies near Leg
26 sites. On the other hand, the specimens may be
reliable paleolatitude indicators provided measures are
taken to minimize both long and short-term VRM. We
found that measurable amounts of VRM could be
acquired over the period of a single measurement,
especially at Site 256, where we assign a low reliabilty
because of this behavior.
Two samples were rejected from the paleolatitude
calculations as a result of the VRM test. The nor-
malized viscosity coeffcient, SfJnr, was very high at
8.6% for Sample 25IA-31-4-48 , whose direction
differed radically from the other directions at the same
site. Specimen 256-10-3-085, with S/Jnrm of 29%, was
rejected because the intensities during AF demag-
netization were so unstable that a demagnetization
curve could not be drawn beyond 50-oe peak field.
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F i g u r e  3 .  P r o g r e s s i v e  A F  d e m a g n e t i z a t i o n  c u r v e s  f o r  D S D P
L e g  2 6  b a s a l t  s p e c i m e n s .  I n t e n s i t i e s  a r e  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e
u n t r e a t e d  ( N R M )  v a l u e s .  R e p l i c a t e  d e m a g n e t i z a t i o n  a n d
m e a s u r e m e n t s  a r e  c o n n e c t e d  b y  v e r t i c a l  b a r s .
a n d  2 5 7  c o r r e l a t e  w i t h  t h e  p r e d o m i n a n t l y  n o r m a l
i n c l i n a t i o n s  f o u n d  t h e r e .  S i t e s  2 5  i  a n d  2 5 3  l a y o v e r
a n o m a l i e s  o f  i n d e t e r m i n a t e  p o l a r i t y ,  a n d  t h e i r  s a m p l e s
h a d  n o r m a l  i n c l i n a t i o n s .  I f  t h e  c l a s s i c  s e a - f l o o r -
s p r e a d i n g  m o d e l  a p p l i e s ,  t h e n  S i t e  2 5 0  c o u l d  h a v e  b e e n
l o c a t e d  o v e r  l a v a s  d e p o s i t e d  d u r i n g  a  s h o r t  p o l a r i t y
e v e n t ,  w h o s e  e x t e n t  i s  t o o  s m a l l  t o  b e  o b s e r v e d  i n  t h e
s u r f a c e  a n o m a l y  p a t t e r n .  A t  S i t e  2 5 4  o n  t h e  N i n e t y e a s t
R i d g e ,  a  s i m p l e  b l o c k  m o d e l  d o e s  n o t  a p p l y  t o  t h e
a n o m a l y ,  a n d  a  l a r g e  m a s s  o f  n o r m a l l y  m a g n e t i z e d  r o c k
m a y  l i e  b e n e a t h  t h e  d r i l e d  s e c t i o n .
A t  S i t e  2 5 6 ,  w e  f o u n d  a  c l u s t e r  o f  r e v e r s e d  N R M
i n c l i n a t i o n s  i n  C o r e  i  0 ,  S e c t i o n s  2  t o  4 ,  a s  w e l l  a s
a n o t h e r  s h a l l o w  r e v e r s e d  i n c l i n a t i o n  a t  t h e  b o t t o m  o f
t h e  h o l e .  A f t e r  c l e a n i n g  i n  1 0 0 - o e  p e a k  a l t e r n a t i n g  f i e l d ,
4 1
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F i g u r e  4 .  P r o g r e s s i v e  A F  d e m a g n e t i z a t i o n  c u r v e s  f o r  D S D P
L e g  2 6  b a s a l t  s p e c i m e n s .  I n t e n s i t i e s  a r e  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e
u n t r e a t e d  ( N R M )  v a l u e s .  R e p l i c a t e  d e m a g n e t i z a t i o n  a n d
m e a s u r e m e n t s  a r e  c o n n e c t e d  b y  v e r t i c a l  b a r s .
o n l y  t w o  s a m p l e s  r e m a i n e d  r e v e r s e d .  O n e  o f  t h e s e ,
S a m p l e  1 0 - 3 - 8 5 ,  v a r i e d  e r r a t i c a l l y  i n  i n t e n s i t y  w h e n  p r o -
g r e s s i v e l y  d e m a g n e t i z e d ,  a n d  i t  w a s  h i g h l y  e f f e c t e d  b y
V R M  ( S / J n r  =  2 9 % ) .  I n  v i e w  o f  t h e  i n s t a b i l i t y  o f
S a m p l e  1 0 - 3 - 8 5 ,  t h e  p r e s e n t  d a t a  a r e  c l e a r l y  i n s u f f c i e n t
t o  e s t a b l i s h  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a  r e v e r s e d  p o l a r i t y  s u b z o n e
a t  t h i s  l e v e l  i n  t h e  c o r e .
A t  S i t e  2 5 7 ,  w e  f o u n d  t h a t  t h e  i n c l i n a t i o n s  h a v e  a  d e f -
i n i t e  b i m o d a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  ( F i g u r e  1 5 ) .  A s  s h o w n  i n
T a b l e s  i  a n d  2 ,  t h e  l o w e r  i n c l i n a t i o n s  ( a v e r a g e  - 4 3 . 9 ° )
a r e  s p a t i a l l y  g r o u p e d  i n  C o r e  1 3 ,  S e c t i o n  2  t o  C o r e  1 4 ,
5 2 1
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Figure 5. Progressive AF demagnetization curves for DSDP
Leg 26 basalt specimens. Intensities are relative to the
untreated (NRM) values. Replicate demagnetization and
measurements are connected by vertical bars.
Section 2, except for one low inclination at the top of the
core. This group includes the two reversed inclinations,
which were averaged with opposite signs. Above this
group, the mean inclination was -68.0°, compared with
-67.1 ° below it. The difference between the low- and
high-inclination groups is equivalent to a difference in
paleolatitude of 25°, assuming all had the same declina-
tion. Watkins et aL. (1972), suggested that the Brunhes
secular variation in the Indian Ocean could be modeled
by employing an 11.5° dipole wobble, combined with
nondipole behavior comparable to that of the present
field. This model could produce a variation of 25° in
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Figure 6. Progressive AF demagnetization curves for DSDP
Leg 26 basalt specimens. Intensites are relative to the
untreated (NRM) values. Replicate demagnetization and
measurements are connected by vertical bars.
the secular variation. Therefore, the difference in
inclination may reflect secular variation and suggests
that the cored section covers a considerable span of
time.
The two reversed samples at Site 257 have inclina-
tions within 2° of the mean of the group of lower
inclinations, suggesting that the reversal is real and not
due to local reorientation, such as an overturned block"
at the front of a flow. In contrast to the reversed samples
at Site 256, these samples were magnetically stable. This
is the first instance in which a reversed subzone has been
clearly documented from DSDP basalts. The most likely
explanation for the narrow reversed zone is that it is a
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F i g u r e  7 ,  M e d i a n  d e s t r u c t i v e  f i e l d  ( M D F ) ,  C u r i e  t e m p e r a -
t u r e  ( T C ) ,  a n d  N R M  i n t e n s i t y  a t  S i t e  2 5 7 .  O p e n  a n d
c l o s e d  c i r c l e s  i n d i c a t e  t h e  p r e s e n c e  a n d  a b s e n c e  o f  h e m a -
t i t e ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  C u r i e  t e m p e r a t u r e s  a n d  h e m a t i t e  d e t e r -
m i n a t i o n s  a r e  f r o m  A d e - H a l l  t h i s  v o l u m e ,  C h a p t e r  2 0 .
d i k e  o r  s i l  i n j e c t e d  d u r i n g  a  r e v e r s e d  p o l a r i t y  e v e n t
s u b s e q u e n t  t o  t h e  t i m e  d u r i n g  w h i c h  t h e  n o r m a I l y  m a g -
n e t i z e d  l a v a s  c o o l e d .  O n  t h e  b a s i s  o f  l i m i t e d  m a r i n e
m a g n e t i c  c o v e r a g e ,  S i t e  2 5 7  a p p e a r s  n o t  t o  b e  l o c a t e d  o n
t h e  b o u n d a r y  b e t w e e n  t w o  m a j o r  b l o c k s  o f  o p p o s i t e
p o l a r i t y ,  b u t  i t  c o u l d  b e  n e a r  a  s m a I l  b l o c k  r e p r e s e n t i n g
a  s h o r t  u n s e e n  p o l a r i t y  e v e n t .  T h e  p l a t e  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n s
o f  S c l a t e r  a n d  F i s h e r  ( i n  p r e s s )  s u g g e s t  t h a t  t h e  s i t e
f o r m e d  a t  a  s p r e a d i n g  c e n t e r .  H o w e v e r ,  t h e  w i d e  r a n g e
o f  p r e l i m i n a r y  K /  A r  d a t e s  r e p o r t e d  b y  R u n d l e  e t  a l .
( t h i s  v o l u m e ,  C h a p t e r  i  7 )  a r g u e s  a g a i n s t  a  s p r e a d i n g
c e n t e r  o r i g i n  f o r  a t  l e a s t  p a r t  o f  t h e  c o r e d  i n t e r v a l ,  i n
w h i c h  c a s e  t h e  r e v e r s e d  s u b z o n e  w o u l d  h a v e  l i t t l e
s i g n i f i c a n c e .  T h e r e  i s  n o  e v i d e n c e  ( A d e - H a I l ,  t h i s
v o l u m e ,  C h a p t e r  i  9 )  s u g g e s t i n g  m a g n e t i c  s e l f - r e v e r s a l  o f
t h e s e  s a m p l e s .
P A L E O L A T I T U D E S
P a l e o m a g n e t i c  s t u d i e s  o r d i n a r i l y  a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  g e o -
m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  a p p r o x i m a t e s  t h a t  o f  a n  a x i a I l y  o r i e n t e d
4 3
P A L E O M A G N E T I C  R E S U L T S  O F  B A S A L T  S A M P L E S
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F i g u r e  8 .  V i s c o u s  r e m a n e n t  m a g n e t i z a t i o n  ( V R M )  a c q u i r e d
i n  t h e  e a r t h ' s  f i e l d  b y  i n i t i a l l y  d e m a g n e t i z e d  s p e c i m e n s .
V R M  w a s  c a l c u l a t e d  a s  t h e  v e c t o r i a l  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n
t h e  f i n a l  a n d  i n i t i a l  m a g n e t i c  r e m a n e n c e s .  T h e  v i s c o s i t y
c o e f f i c i e n t  S  i s  t h e  s l o p e  o f  t h e  l e a s t - s q u a r e s  b e s t - f i t t i n g
l i n e  t h r o u g h  t h e  V R M  d a t a  w h e n  p l o t t e d  a g a i n s t  t h e
l o g a r i t h m  o f  t i m e .  D u r i n g  t h e  B r u n h e s  e p o c h ,  s p e c i m e n s
c o u l d  h a v e  
a c q u i r e d  V R M  e q u a l i n g  9 .  7 8 S  ( 9 .  7 8 = l o g  n u m -
b e r  o f  h o u r s  i n  7 0 0 , 0 0 0  y e a r s )  i f  t h e  l i n e a r  e x t r a p o l a t i o n
i s  v a l i d  a n d  i n i t i a l  m a g n e t i z a t i o n s  w e r e  z e r o .
g e o c e n t r i c  d i p o l e  w h e n  a v e r a g e d  o v e r  a  s u f f c i e n t  l e n g t h
o f  t i m e .  B e c a u s e  l a v a s  r e c o r d  t h e  l o c a l  f i e l d  d i r e c t i o n
o n l y  a t  d i s c r e t e  t i m e s ,  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  f l o w s  a n d  t h e  t o t a l
l e n g t h  o f  t i m e  s a m p l e d  a r e  v i t a I l y  i m p o r t a n t  t o  t h e
s t a t i s t i c a l  c o n f i d e n c e  w h i c h  c a n  b e  a s c r i b e d  t o  t h e  d a t a .
I n  t h e  b a s a l t  s e c t i o n  c o r e d  o n  L e g  2 6 ,  l i t t l e  i n f o r m a t i o n
i s  a v a i l a b l e  a b o u t  e i t h e r  p a r a m e t e r .
T h e  L e g  2 6  p a l e o l a t i t u d e  d a t a  c a n  b e  c o m p a r e d  b o t h
w i t h  p u b l i s h e d  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n s  f o r  t h e  I n d i a n  O c e a n  a n d
w i t h  p o l a r  w a n d e r i n g  c u r v e s .  M c K e n z i e  a n d  S c l a t e r
( 1 9 7 1 )  a n d  S c l a t e r  a n d  F i s h e r  ( i n  p r e s s )  r e c o n s t r u c t e d
t h e  r e l a t i v e  p o s i t i o n s  o f  t h e  I n d i a n  O c e a n  c o n t i n e n t s
f r o m  s e a - f l o o r  m a g n e t i c  d a t a  f o r  v a r i o u s  t i m e s ,  t h e n
r o t a t e d  t h e  e n t i r e  s e t  o f  
c o n t i n e n t s  s o  t h a t  t h e  V G P  f o r
A u s t r a l i a  l a y  o n  t h e  S o u t h  P o l e .  T h i s  g i v e s  p a l e o -
l a t i t u d e  e s t i m a t e s  f o r  t h e  v a r i o u s  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n s .  T h e
d a t a  a t  S i t e s  2 5 0  a n d  2 5  i  o n  t h e  A f r i c a n  p l a t e  a r e
l i m i t e d .  T h e  m a g n e t i c  p a l e o l a t i t u d e  f o r  S i t e  2 5 0  d o e s  n o t
a g r e e  w i t h  M c K e n z i e  a n d  S c l a t e r ' s  ( 1 9 7 1 )  r e c o n -
s t r u c t i o n  f o r  7 5  m . y .  a g o ,  b u t  c o m p a r e s  f a v o r a b l y  w i t h
t h e  a p p a r e n t  p o l a r  w a n d e r i n g  c u r v e  f o r  A f r i c a ,  a s  s h o w n
i n  F i g u r e  i  6 .  S i t e  2 5  i  f o r m e d  n e a r  i t s  p r e s e n t  l a t i t u d e ,
a n d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  M c K e n z i e  a n d  S c l a t e r ,  d i d  n o t  e x i s t  3 6
m . y .  a g o .  O u r  p a l e o l a t i t u d e  e s t i m a t e  i s  c l o s e  t o  t h e
p r e s e n t  l a t i t u d e ,  a n d  i t  i s  c o m p a t i b l e  w i t h  a n y  a g e  s i n c e
t h e  m i d d l e  T e r t i a r y  o n  t h e  p o l a r  w a n d e r i n g  c u r v e .
O n  t h e  N i n e t y e a s t  R i d g e ,  t h e  s i n g l e  s a m p l e  f r o m  S i t e
2 5 3  b e a r s  n o  s t a t i s t i c a l  s i g n i f i c a n c e ,  b u t  i t  i s  n o t  i n c o m -
5 2 3
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Figure 9. Viscous remanent magnetization (VRM) acquired
in the earth's field by initially demagnetized specimens.
VRM was calculated as the vectorial difference between
the final and initial magnetic remanences. The viscosity
coefficient S is the slope of the least-squares best-fitting
line through the VRM data when plotted against the
logarithm of time. During the Brunhes epoch, specimens
could have acquired VRM equaling 9. 788 (9. 78=log num-
ber of hours in 700,000 years) if the linear extrapolation
is valid and initial magnetizations were zero.
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Figure 10. Viscous remanent magnetization (VRM) acquired
in the earth's field by initially demagnetized specimens.
VRM was calculated as the vectorial difference between
,the final and initial magnetic remanences. The viscosity
coefficient S is the slope of the least-squares best-fitting
line through the VRM data when plotted against the
logarithm of time. During the Brunhes epoch, specimens
could have acquired VRM equaling 9. 788 (9. 78=log num-
ber of hours in 700,000 years) if the linear extrapolation
is valid and initial magnetizations were zero.
TABLE 2
Site Means and Paleolatitudes
Mean IncL. Paleo- Site SF Latitude MS Latitude
Site (Plate) N :t sd latitude Latitude (Age) (Age)
250 (African) 6 -67.4:6,O -50.2 -33.5 -36
(75)
251 (African) 3 -56.7:8.9 -37,3 -36.5
253 (Indian) 1 -68.5 -5 1. 8 -24.9 -45 -43
(32) (45)
254 (Indian) 9 +65.9:t3.8 -48.2 -31.0 -52 -45
(32) (36)
256 (Australian) 16 -51.6 :t6. 7 -32.2 -23,5 -39 -41
(100) (75)
257 (Australian) 21 -62.2:10.5 -43,5 -31.0 -48 -52
(100) (75)
257:
All samples 30 -56.4: 12.6 -37.0 (equal wt/sample)
1l-3 to 12-3 4 -68.0:t3.1 -51. See text for discussion
13-2 to 14-2 13 -43.9 :t6.9 -25.7 of these three groupings.
14-3 to 17-5 12 -67.1:t.2 -49,8
Note: Mean inclinations are the arithmetic means of the HlOO incliations for each site. Revers-
ed inclinations are averaged as normal at Sites 256 and 257. Site 257 mean is based on equal
weight for each core section to correct for unequal sample distribution. SF latitude and MS
latitude are the paleolatitudes predicted by the reconstructions of Sclater and Fisher (in
press) and McKenzie and Sclater (1971), respectively, determined graphically. Age of re-
construction is given in parentheses in m.y.B.P.
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1 0 0 0
H O U R S
F i g u r e  1 1 .  V i s c o u s  r e m a n e n t  m a g n e t i z a t i o n  ( V R M )  a c q u i r e d
i n  t h e  e a r t h ' s  f i e l d  b y  i n i t a l l y  d e m a g n e t i z e d  s p e c i m e n s .
V R M  w a s  c a l c u l a t e d  a s  t h e  v e c t o r i a l  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n
t h e  f i n a l  a n d  i n i t i a l  m a g n e t i c  r e m a n e n c e s .  T h e  v i s c o s i t y
c o e f f i c i e n t  S  i s  t h e  s l o p e  o f  t h e  l e a s t - s q u a r e s  b e s t - f i t t i n g
l i n e  t h r o u g h  t h e  V R M  d a t a  w h e n  p l o t t e d  a g a i n s t  t h e
l o g a r i t h m  o f  t i m e .  D u r i n g  t h e  B r u n h e s  e p o c h ,  s p e c i m e n s
c o u l d  h a v e  a c q u i r e d  V R M  e q u a l i n g  9 .  7 8 S  ( 9 .  7 8 = l o g  n u m -
b e r  o f  h o u r s  i n  7 0 0 , 0 0 0  y e a r s )  i f  t h e  l i n e a r  e x t r a p o l a t i o n
i s  v a l i d  r i n d  i n i t i a l  m a g n e t i z a t i o n s  w e r e  z e r o .
1 . 2
V R M  A C Q U I S I T I O N  2 5 7 - 1 2 ~ 1 - 1 3 0 ,
- 4









T A P P E D
I N  V R M
O R I E N T A T I O N
s = . 0 7 x  1 0 - 4
.
1 0 1 0 0
H O U R S
1 . 0 0 0
F i g u r e  1 2 .  S h o c k - r e m a n e n t  m a g n e t i z a t i o n  ( S R M )  a c q u i r e d
b y  S a m p l e  2 5 7 - 1 2 - 1 ,  1 3 0  w h e n  t a p p e d  i n  i t s  V R M  t e s t
o r i e n t a t i o n .  T h e  S R M  i n t e n s i t y  w a s  a b o u t  3 %  o f  N R M
a n d  w a s  o r i e n t e d  i n  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  o f  t h e  a p p l i e d  e a r t h ' s
f i e l d .
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F i g u r e  1 3 .  S R M  t e s t  u s i n g  S a m p l e  2 5 7 - 1 1 - 3 ,  1 3 0 ,  r o t a t e d
a w a y  f r o m  t h e  V R M  o r i e n t a t i o n  b y  1 8 0 0  i n  t h e  h o r i z o n -
t a l  p l a n e .  T h e  S R M  l a y  a l o n g  t h e  a p p l i e d  e a r t h ' s  f i e l d  a n d
w a s  a b o u t  2 0 %  o f  t h e  s p e c i m e n ' s  N R M  i n t e n s i t y .
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F i g u r e  1 4 .  M a g n e t i c  i n c l i n a t i o n s  v e r s u s  d e p t h  f o r  D S D P  L e g
2 6  b a s a l t  s a m p l e s  a f t e r  H F  d e m a g n e t i z a t i o n  a t  1 0 0 - o e
p e a k .  C o r e  s e c t i o n  n u m b e r s  a r e  a d j a c e n t  t o  t h e  c o r e  r e -
c o v e r y  l o g s  ( b l a c k  =  r e c o v e r y ;  w h i t e  =  n o  r e c o v e r y ) .
S i n c e  a l l  s i t e s  a r e  i n  t h e  S o u t h e r n  H e m i s p h e r e ,  n e g a t i v e
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Figure 15. Histograms of magnetic inclinations for Sites 256
and 257 after AF cleaning at 100-oe. Note the bimodal











patible with the reconstructions. At Site 254 our
paleolatitude falls midway between the predictions of
McKenzie and Sclater (1971) and Sclater and Fisher (in
press) and appears to agree with the Indian plate polar
wandering curve. It should be noted, however, that no
age control is available along the Tertiary portion of the
curve, hence the agreement of Site 254 is not very
rigorous.
The sites for which we have the most data, 256 and
257, are both on the Australian plate, and their magnetic
paleolatitudes are open to interpretation. The latitude
we determined for Site 256 lies within 10° of the recon-
struction position, but the data must be regarded with
















Figure 16. Loci of VGP's from DSDP Leg 26 basalts, compared with apparent polar wandering curves compiled by McElhinny
(1973). Catalog numbers of data from McElhinny (1973) are:
Africa: Cretaceous (K): AF 10.1-2; Lower Tertiary (LT): AF 11.1-2; Upper Tertiary (UT): AF 12.1-4
India: Upper Cretaceous-Paleocene (UK-Pa): IN 11.2
Australia: Triassic-Jurassic (TR-J): AU 8.1,9.1-5; Cretaceous (K): AU 10.1-2; Paleocene (Pa): AU 11.1
Error bands for the VGP loci were omitted from the diagram to avoid confusion. In the case of Site 257 (equal-weight per
core section), the iI SD band is 26° wide and incorporates the VGP locus based on the two groups of higher inclinations.
Lambert equal-area projection centered at 600S, 900E.
526
h i b i t e d  b y  m a n y  o f  t h e  s p e c i m e n s .  T h e  m a g n e t i c  p a l e o -
l a t i t u d e  v a r i e s  c o n s i d e r a b l y  a t  S i t e  2 5 7 ,  d e p e n d i n g  o n
t h e  m a n n e r  i n  w h i c h  t h e  d a t a  a r e  a v e r a g e d  ( T a b l e  2 ) .
A l t h o u g h  t h e  g r o u p  o f  l o w e r  i n c l i n a t i o n s  a t  t h i s  s i t e
a p p e a r s  t o  b e  a n o m a l o u s ,  w e  p r e s e n t l y  h a v e  n o  v a l i d
r e a s o n  f o r  d i s c a r d i n g  i t ,  s i n c e  i t s  i n t e r n a l  c o n s i s t e n c y  i s
h i g h .  T h e  p a l e o l a t i t u d e  d e t e r m i n e d  f r o m  t h e  t w o  g r o u p s
o f  h i g h e r  i n c l i n a t i o n s  a g r e e s  w e l l  w i t h  t h e  r e c o n -
s t r u c t i o n s  a n d  t h e  J u r a s s i c - P a l e o c e n e  p o l a r  w a n d e r i n g
c u r v e  f o r  A u s t r a l i a .  I f ,  h o w e v e r ,  t h e  m e a n  i s  b a s e d  o n
e q u a l - w e i g h t  p e r  c o r e  s e c t i o n ,  t h e  Y G P  l o c u s  t h e n  l i e s
s i g n i f i c a n t l y  s o u t h  o f  t h e  A u s t r a l i a n  c u r v e ,  n e a r  t h a t  o f
S i t e  2 5 6 .  M c E l h i n n y  ( i n  p r e s s )  f o u n d  a  s i m i l a r  Y G P
l o c u s  f o r  S i t e  2 5 9 .  S u c h  a n  o c c u r r e n c e  m a y  b e  c o i n -
c i d e n t a l  o r  i t  m a y  r e p r e s e n t  m o t i o n  o f  t h e s e  s i t e s  r e l a t i v e
t o  t h e  e a s t e r n  A u s t r a l i a n  l o c a l i t i e s  u s e d  f o r  d e t e r m i n i n g
t h e  p o l a r  w a n d e r  c u r v e s .  I t  i s  w o r t h  n o t i n g  t h a t  o u r
Y G P  l o c i  a t  S i t e s  2 5 6  a n d  2 5 7  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  p a r a l l e l  t h e
A u s t r a l i a n  J u r a s s i c - P a l e o c e n e  p o l a r  w a n d e r i n g  c u r v e
a n d  t h u s  n e i t h e r  s u p p o r t  n o r  c o n t r a d i c t  t h e  - 1 0 0  m . y .
s p a n  o f  K j  A r  a g e s  r e p o r t e d  b y  S n e l l i n g  a n d  R u n d l e
( t h i s  v o l u m e )  a t  S i t e  2 5 7 .
B e c a u s e  o f  t h e  l i m i t e d  ( a n d  u n c e r t a i n )  n u m b e r  o f
f l o w s  s a m p l e d  i n  e a c h  L e g  2 6  h o l e ,  t h e  p o l a r  w a n d e r i n g
c u r v e  c o r r e l a t i o n s  o b s e r v e d  a t  s e v e r a l  o f  
t h e  s i t e s  m a y  b e
m i s l e a d i n g .  T h e  s e d i m e n t s  i m m e d i a t e l y  o v e r l y i n g  t h e
b a s a l t s  c o u l d  r e s o l v e  s o m e  o f  t h e  p r e s e n t  a m b i g u i t i e s  o f
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  a n d  f o r m  a  m o r e  r e l i a b l e  b a s i s  f o r  t h e
p a l e o m a g n e t i c  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  t h e  s o u t h e r n  I n d i a n
O c e a n .
A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S
D i s c u s s i o n s  w i t h  W .  L o w r i e  a n d  J .  M .  A d e - H a l l  b r o a d e n e d
o u r  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  v i s c o u s  r e m a n e n c e  a n d  m a g n e t i c  m i n -
e r a l o g y .  W e  t h a n k  J .  G .  S c l a t e r  f o r  h i s  a d v i c e ,  e n t h u s i a s t i c
e n c o u r a g e m e n t ,  a n d  a  p r e p r i n t  o f  S c l a t e r  a n d  F i s h e r  ( i n  p r e s s ) .
T h e  à u t h o r s  w e r e  s u p p o r t e d  b y  O N R  c o n t r a c t s  N - 0 0 0 1 4 - 6 7 - A -
0 2 0 4 - 0 0 4 8  ( J . W . P . ) ,  N O O O I 4 - 6 6 - C 0 2 4 1  N R  0 8 3 - 0 0 4  ( B . P , L . ) ,
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a n d  a  P o s t d o c t o r a l  F e l l o w s h i p  f r o m  t h e  W o o d s  H o l e  O c e a n o -
g r a p h i c  I n s t i t u t i o n  ( C . R . D . ) .
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L o w r i e ,  W . ,  L o v l i e ,  R . ,  a n d  O p d y k e ,  N .  D . ,  1 9 7 3 .  T h e  m a g -
n e t i c  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  D e e p  S e a  D r i l l n g  P r o j e c t  b a s a l t s  f r o m
t h e  A t l a n t i c  O c e a n :  E a r t h  P l a n e t .  S c i .  L e t t . ,  v .  1 7 ,  p .  3 3 8 -
3 4 9 .
L o w r i e ,  W .  a n d  O p d y k e ,  N .  D . ,  1 9 7 2 .  P a l e o m a g n e t i s m  o f
i g n e o u s  s a m p l e s .  I n  H a y e s ,  D .  E . ,  P i m m ,  A .  C . ,  e t  a I . ,
I n i t i a l  R e p o r t s  o f  t h e  D e e p  S e a  D r i l i n g  P r o j e c t ,  V o l u m e
1 4 :  W a s h i n g t o n  ( U . S .  G o v e r n m e n t  P r i n t i n g  O f f c e ) ,  p .
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M c E l h i n n e y ,  M .  W . ,  1 9 7 3 .  P a l e o m a g n e t i s m  a n d  p l a t e
t e c t o n i c s :  C a m b r i d g e  ( C a m b r i d g e  U n i v e r s i t y  P r e s s ) .
_ ,  i n  p r e s s .  P a l e o m a g n e t i s m  o f  b a s a l t  s a m p l e s ,
L e g  2 7 .  I n  H e i r t z l e r ,  J .  R . ,  V e e v e r s ,  J .  J . ,  e t  a I . ,  I n i t i a l
R e p o r t s  o f  t h e  D e e p  S e a  D r i l i n g  P r o j e c t ,  V o l u m e  2 7 :
W a s h i n g t o n  ( U . S .  G o v e r n m e n t  P r i n t i n g  O f f c e ) .
M c K e n z i e ,  D .  a n d  S c l a t e r ,  J .  G . ,  1 9 7 1 .  T h e  e v o l u t i o n  o f  t h e
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Abstract
Publìshed DSDP paleomagnetìc data are reviewed and
reevaluated ìn terms of theìr relìabilì ty for paleolatitude
calculations. Where possìble, new paleola ti tudes are
calculated from data which were origìnally used only for
paleomagnetìc stratigraphy. For basalts, new paleolatitudes
are calculated by averaging the data by cooling unìt ìf thìs
was not done prevìous ly. In addition, all paleolatitudes
are corrected by a small amount because ìnclìnation averages
wi thout declinatìon control provide low estimates of the true
paleolati tude. Standard rating cri terìa are developed and
all paleolatì tudes are rated accordìngly.
Rarely do DSDP paleolatì tudes approach the reliabilì ty
of good contìnental pole posì tions. A paleolatì tude
determinatìon for a gì ven age at a sìngle DSDP sì te cannot be
considered reliable even ìf the data on whìch it ìs based are
coherent. However, the relìability of such paleolatitudes
can be markedly improved by using comparìsons with paleo-
lati tudes of different ages from the same sì te, paleo-
latìtudes of similar ages from different sì tes on the same
plate, estìmates of paleolatì tude from reconstructions based





A newly calculated paleomagnetic pole for the Pacific
plate has been defined by sìx DSDP sites of upper
Cretaceous age. The pole at 61oN, 45°W is generally
consìstent wi th other estìmates of Pacific plate motion.
A pole for the Wharton Basìn (eastern Indian Ocean)
has been defìned by four sì tes of mìddle Cretaceous age.
The pole posì tìon at 55 oS, 165°E ìs well constraìned in
latì tude, and ì t suggests that there may have been left
lateral motion between the Wharton Basin and the Australian
continent.
Basement paleolatitudes from four sites on the
Ninetyeast Ridge ìn the Indìan Ocean all are close to 50 oS,
al though they range widely in age. This supports the




Since the beginning of the Deep Sea Drilling Project
(DSDP), paleomagnetic measurements have been made in
sedìments and basalts from over 100 drilling sites. Many
of the earlier studies were designed to examine the paleo-
magnetic stratigraphy of the sediments. Sclàter and Cox
(1970) poirited out the possìbilì ties of using magnetically
determined paleolatitudes of known age to discover the
northerly component of absolute motion of DSDP sites.
Numerous authors who have tried to determine site paleo-
la ti tudes have met with varying success. These results
have usually been evaluated within a limited context, using
a variety of statistical criteria, and it is 'often difficult
to compar e results from different studies.
I have compiled all the DSDP paleomagnetic data for
Legs 1-33 published as of November, 1975, and summarized it
in Table 1. In addition to listing all the work done by site,
paleolati tudes are listed for all those data which seemed
well grouped, as well as some statìstical parameters.
Each paleolatitude determination has been rated according
to objectìve criteria based on the magnitude of the associated
errors. In addì tion I have ìndicated whether or not I
considered the paleolatitude to be consistent with other
ìndependent dataa
Thìs assessment points out some of the lìmi tatìons
assocìated with DSDP paleolatitudes, ìn addition to
providìng a compìlatìon of the data ìn a convenìent form.
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Limi tations of DSDP Paleolatitudes
There are several limitations and assumptions inherent
in working with DSDP material which make it difficult to
attain the same degree of reliability in the calculated
paleolatì tudes as one could attain by studyìng the same
section on land. These include:
(1) The assumption that the cores are drilled
vertically;
(2) The possìbìlity that the drilling process has
\ .
disturbed the original orientation of the materìal;
(3) The limited amount of material which is available
to sample at a given level:
(4) 'Ie statistical problems whìch are caused by
the samples being oriented only with respect to the vertical;
(5) The statistical problems which are caused by an
incomplete knowledge of how well the sample set has L
. r
sampled the secular variation.
'Ie assumption that the cores are drilled vertically
is a good one. Typically, measured down hole deviations
from vertical are less than 5° (Wolejszo, et al., 1974).
These deviations contribute to the total experimental
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error in the dìrectìons, but they are comparable to, or
less than the errorsihtroduced in taking ìndividual
specimens from the core.
A related problem is the assumption that the pieces
of core have been correctly marked as to whìch way is up.
Individual pieces can be accidently inverted during handling r
and short pìeces can be inverted by the drilling process.
At least one reversal in basalts has been reported which
is probably the result of such an inversion (sìte 257,
Peirce, et al., 1974). In my experience in sampling at
the DSDP repository, several accidental inversions were
detected by comparing the orientations of unmarked pieces
to the photographs taken on board shìp.
To obtain reliable paleolatitudes from sediments one
needs several samples that are closely grouped in age.
Because of the lìmì ted volume of the core and the existence
of numerous zones of dìs turbed material, it ìs often
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impossible to get as many samples within a particular
biostratigraphic zone as statistical consideratìons alone
would dictate. Dìsturbed materìal usually can be avoided
success fully, but often there is no evidence of disturbed
bedding to identify it clearly. Inclinations whìch vary
erratically between adj acent specimens may be indiuative
of sampling in disturbed material if the directions are
magnetically stable.
There may be an ambiguity as to whether samples are
normally or reversely magnetized because inclination alone
is a poor ìndicator of paleofield polarity, especially
at low latitudes where the scatter of inclinations due to
secular variation is the greatest (cox, 1970). If several
samples are avaìlable from each sediment horìzon or igneous,
cooling unit, then they should fall into normal and reversed
polari ty groups. These groups will often contain some
relatively shallow inclinations of the opposite sign to
the inferred polarity. However, if only a few samples are
available per horizon, or if the site was within about ten
degrees of true equator at the time in question, then the
polarity ambiguity probably cannot be resolved.
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Because there is usually no declination control
between adjacent samples, ìt is not possible to use the
customary statistics of directions on a sphere
(Fisher, 1953) to analyze the data. Most DSDP paleolatitudes
have been calculated by converting the mean inclination to a
mean paleolatitude using equation (1) below. Sometimes the
medìan inclination has been used instead to avoid biasing
the mean paleolatitude by a few extreme incli nations
(Jarrard, 1974). Either approach consistently under-
estimates the true paleoinclìnation because the arithmetìc
mean ìs only an approximation of the vertìcal angle of the
vectorial mean. Thus, paleolatitude determinatìons based
on inclinatìons alone must be corrected for this low bias.
The method I have used was proposed by Cox (in prep.), and
it is discussed in detail in the section on corrected
paleola ti tudes.
Normally, paleolatitudes are computed from the paleo-
magnetic inclinations assuming that the time averaged
magnetìc field of the earth has behaved as a geocentric
axìal dipole. The geocentric dipole model assumes that the
data set has sampled the magnetic fìeld in such a way that
a time averaged value is derived. The samples must span at
least 50-100,000 years to adequately sample the longest
known periods of secular variation whìch are about 104
years (Cox, 1975). In DSDP sediments the problem ìs not
too severe as each specìmen often samples as much as 103-
104 years. But in high sedimentation rate environments,
each specimen may sample only 50 years or less, and care
must be exercised to assure that enough samples are taken
to average out secular variation.
In DSDP basalts secular variation usually is not
sampled completely enough to average it out. with only
a small dia~eter core to look at, it is often diffìcult to
identify unambiguously the number of coolìng units present.
If several chilled margìns or flow tops are identifìed,
there is still no way of knowìng ìfthe coolìng units
erupted in rapid successìon in a few years or if they were
erupted over a longer time span. Sometimes clues are
\provided by ìnterlayered sediments or the v~rìabi li ty of
inclinatìons between successìve cooling units when a large
number are sampled. In all of the studies reviewed here,




Thus paleolatitudes derived from DSDP sediment data
wìth a large number of samples probably average out secular
varìation adequately, except where abnormally high
sedìmentation rates were found. These should approach the
relìabìlìty of comparable continental paleopole determinations
except for the handicap of ìncomplete orientation. On the
other hand, paleolatitudes determined from DSDP basalt data
are unlìkely to adequately sample secular variation. These
canno.t be regarded as being as relìable as continental poles
from lava flows unless several sites of similar age give
consistent results. Lowrie (1974) has compared the observed
paleolatitudes of 26 DSD~ sites with that predicted by various
plate reconstructìon models. The correlation coefficìent of .712
represents a level of 99% confìdence, but it demonstrates the
degree of scatter ìn the data, and much of the scatter may be
caused by incomplete averaging of secular variation.
Secondary Magnetization
Secondary magnetization due to viscous remanent
magnetization (VRM) is a major component of the natural
remanent magnetization (NRM) in many DSDP basalts (Lowrie,
1974¡ Peirce et al., 1974¡ Lowrie and Hayes, 1975¡ Lowrìe
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and Israfìl, 1975). Indeed, at site 57 ìt was found to be the
dominant component of the NRM (Lowrie, 1973).
The magnitude of the VRM vector grows lìnear ly wì th the
. ./logarithm of time (Thellier, 1938; Neel, 1949, 1951), although
for certain grain size dìstributions the slope of the VRM
acquisìtion line may change abruptly as certain viscous time
constants are exceeded (Lowrie and Hayes, 1975). If the VRM
vector is opposed to the primary magnetization vector, and if
it possesses a lower coercìvìty than the primary magnetìzatìon,
then an increase ìn intensity may be observed during careful
progress i ve al ternatìng field (AF) demagnetìzatìon (Peìrce,
et al., 1974).
No studìes have been done on the nature of VRM ìn DSDP
sedìments. However, many of the DSDP sediment samples I have
worked wì th have components of magnetìzation which change p.
rapìdly during a single measurement, ìndicatìve of VRM
acquisitìon. VRM has been found to be the major component of
magnetization in some sedìments from piston cores (Kent and
Lowrìe, 1974).
The presence of soft secondary components of magnetizatìon,
such as VRM, ìn most DSDP materìal make NRM values unrelìable
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ìndìcators of the paleoìnclination. It is not uncommon for
ìnclìnations to change by 200 between theìr NRM and cleaned
values, and occasional changes of more than 90° occur. At
site 256, where relatively rapid VRM acquisition was observed
in some basalt samples, the average change ìn ìnclination
odur ing the cleaning of 17 samples was 24.2. The ìnclinations
of four samples changed sìgn (Peirce, et al., 1974). The
combination of the common occurrence of such inclìnation
changes ìn both sediments and basalts with the scattering of
ìnclinations across the equator by secular variation discussed
above can make the NRM values of inclination unreliable
ìndicators of paleofield polarity.
The age of basalt samples is often very hard to define
accurately. If the basalt ìs not a sill, basal sedìments
may be used as a minimum age ìf they are fossiliferous, but
the length of time between basement formation and inì tial
sedìment accumulation remaìns a question. K/Ar ages are
sometimes used, but accuracies of + 10% appear to be rare in
DSDP materìal. Multiple ages are necessary for K/Ar to be
relìable, although ìn some cases they may confuse the picture.
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For example, at. site 257, the 5 K/Ar ages ranged from 97-192 m.y.
(Rundle, et al., 1974). In cases where sites are drilled on
specifìc magnetic anomalìes, the age of that anomaly, as
determined from ìndependent data, may be taken as basement
age ìf no other dating method exìsts.
Chemical remanent magnetization (CRM) ìs a secondary
effect which has been inadequately studied in DSDP materìal.
If the CRM ìs acquìred ìn a different applìed field than that
in whìch the prìmary magnetìzation was acquired, a complete
overprìnting can occur and lead to an erroneous paleoinclinatìon.
Because CRM ìn tìtanomagnetìte may have a hìgher coercivity than
the origìnal remanence (Johnson and Merrìll, 1973), ìt is not
detectable by standard magnetic cleaning techniques, and ì t may
appear to be very self-consistent. Thus, determinatìons of





regarded with some suspìcìon until they are corroborated by
cons istent results from different sites or from different
horizons at the same sìte.
Age of Paleolatitude
When tryìng to use DSDP paleo latì tudes to constraìn
models of plate reconstructìons, ì t is important to understand
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the uncertainty of the age assocìated wìth it. Paleontological
ages in Tertiary sedìments are generally quite good relative
to one another ìf the cores are fossiliferous (+ 1 millìon
years (m.y.) for the upper Tertiary, + 3 m.y. for the lower
Tertiary (van Andel, 1972)). In the Cretaceous, many ages
are as good as + 4 m.y. (van Andel, 1972) ~ but they are often
considerably worse, especially ìn the lower Cretaceous. It
ìs also ìmportant to place possìble age errors ìn the
perspective of the plate motions of ìnterest. For example,
a 10 m.y. error ìn the relative ages of two Tertiary sìtes
ìn the Antarctìc may be tolerable because of the s low motion
of the plate. A sìmilar error for two sìtes of the same age
on the Indian Plate would ìntroduce an uncertainty of 10-150
because of the rapìd motion of India at that time.
Corrected Paleolatìtudes
As mentioned above, a paleolatitude determination whìch
ìs based on inclìnation data alone wìll always be low.
There are basically two ways to correct for the mean
mclìnation being a bìased estìmate. One can attempt to measure
the dispersìon in a data set from the inclìnations alone, and
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thus make an estimate of the precis ion parameter (Briden and
Ward i 1966). Alternatively, one can assume K=Ksvl tpe
precisìon parameter for the dispersion caused by secular
variation as measured ìn contìnental studìes (Cox, in prep.).
If several long unbroken pìeces of core were recovered, several
groups of specìmens completely orìented with respect to each
other could be sampled. These would yield several ìndependent
estìmates of K. In practìce, however i long unbroken pìeces of
core are rare, and ìt ìs diffìcult to get enough completely
oriented samples to make such estìmates. In basalts i unbroken
pìeces which go across a coolìng unit boundary are almost
n ever recovered. Thus ìt ìs only possìble to estìmate the
withìn ,co,olìng unìt precisìon parameter for basalts when what. .
ìs really needed ìs the between cooling unìt precìsion parameter.
To arrìve at the paleolatì tudes lìsted ìn Table 1 I have
u sed the method proposed by Cox (in prep.) ìn which a model
fur secular varìation as a functìon of latìtude ìs assumed.
The discussion which follows ìn this sectìon and ìn the sectìon
on confidence lìmì ts summarizes the more complete derìvatìon
and analysìs gìven by Cox (ìn prep.) and ~pplies it to thìs
partìcular study.
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The method requires a set of ìndependent measurements of
the ìnclinatìon of the paleofìeld. In basalts, each cooling
uni t provìdes an instantaneous measurement of the paleofìeld
inclinatìon. However, if the eruptive process is episodic,
each coolìng unit may not be an ìndependent measurement
because several units may be erupted at nearly the same tìme
(Cox, ìn prep.; Ade-Hall and Ryall, 1975). Therefore, ìf
several adjacent cooling unìts had nearly the same inclìnation
value, the mean ìnclinatìon of all of them was taken to be one
independent measurement. I have treated each sediment measurement
as an independent, ìnstantaneous measurement of the paleofield.
Although the assumption that the sedìment inclìnatìons are
instantaneous measurements ìs clearly in error, ìt has no
bearìng on the fìnal paleolatitude and ìt insures that
conservative confidence limits are assìgned. Thìs poìnt is
discussed ìn more detail in the next section.
Each independent inclìnatìon was converted to a virtual/
(VGL) (Gromme and Vine, 1972) by thegeomagnetic lati tude
usual formula for the axial dìpole model of the geomagnetìá
field,
Gi -1= tan (.5 tan Iì), ( 1)
where ei ìs the VGL and Ii is the inclination. Then a factor,
T(e), was applied to correct for the fact that the mean
inclination is a low estimate of the true paleoinclinatìon.
Brìefly, the correction factor is derìved as follows
(Cox, ìn prep.): the probability distribution function,
F (e), of vertical borehole inclination values derived by
Briden and Ward (1966, Eqn 2) may be expressed as
F(e) = K cos (e) exp (K sin eo sin e) Io (K cos eo cos e)
2 sinh (K)
where e = observed paleola ti tude
e = true paleolatitudeo . .
K = precision parameter
Io = integral form of the zero-order hyperbolic
Bessel function
F (9) de is the probability that an observed paleolatì tude
will have a value between e and e + de. The expected observed
value of the paleolatitude, E (e), can be expressed as
E(e) = f~ e F (e) de
F (e) is a function of K and eo by equation (1). Making the
approximation
K = KSV
where KSV is the precision parameter describìng the dispersion






KSV from model C for secular variation (Cox, 1970), and
numerìcally integratìng, E(e) can be calculated. The
correctìon factor ìs simply the difference between the
true paleola ti tude and the expected observed paleola tì tude.
T(e) = eo - E(e) (5 )
The best estìmate of ~ (e) lS the actual observed
paleolati tude, e. Thus the best estìmate of the true
paleolati tude, eE, ìs
eE = e + T ( e ) (6 )
Fìgure (1) shows the variatìon of the correction factor
with latitude (Cox, in prep.). Note that T(e) increases
to 18° for e = 72° 1 ìmplyìng that no paleolatitudes greater
than 72° should be observed. When e ? 72°, secular variatìon
has not been adequately sampled, and the true paleolatitude
must be taken as 90°. Thus for e? 72°, T(e) ìs set equal
to 900-e to keep BE within a physically realìstic domaìn.
Confidence Limits
2The error ìn e depends upon the angular variance, So' due
to secular variatìon, plus an additional contribution for
experimental errors. Following Cox (in prep.), the standard erro~
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SM10f Q for large N, ìs
2 '2 l~
SM = (S E + So) IN I ' ( 7)
where SE ìs the standard error ìn the determìnation of 8ì' and
Ni is the number of ìndependent measurements of the paleofìeld.
For basalts, Gi ìs the mean 8 calculated from one cooling unìt
or from a few coolìng unì ts erupted ìn rapìd successìon, and
SE can be calculated dìrectly from the data. For sedìments,
8. is based only one specìmen inclinatìon, and I must thereforei
assume a value for SEe Although the reproducìbilìty of a
t f t t t th 10-6 emulccmeasuremen on any specìmen 0 in ensì y grea er an
is usually 20 or less, the associated samplìng errors are
5- 100 . For DSDP material I feel that a value of 100 ìs a
conservative estìmate of the standard error of dìspersìon due
to samplìng errors ~






frequencies of secular varìation, the sediment data sets should
not show as much dìspersìon due to secular varìation as the
basalt data sets show. This will not affect the paleolatitude
but ìt wìll affect the assocìated confìdence lìmits. At one
extreme, one can assume that no secular variation averagìng
occurs and use the values for S dìrectly from Cox (in prep.) .o
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At the other extreme, one ~can assume that secular variatìon
is completely averaged out and set So = O. The actual amount
of averaging wìll vary between these extremes, depending on
the sedimentation rate. I have chosen the conservative
approach and assumed that no secular varìatìon averaging
occurs. Thus I always have used too large a value for So'
and I have always overestimated the errors.
The 95% confidence range of the paleolatitude is
expressed as
eE + = eE + 2 SM + T (eE + 2 SM) (8)
These confìdence limits are slightly asymmetric because of
the non-linear behavior of T(e), but the asymmetry is
sìgnificant only at high latitudes (Fìg. 1). The confìdence
lìmit which is polewards of the paleolatì tude ìs always the
larger of the two.
Rating Crì teria
Because of the wide range of quality and size of the data
sets available, ìt is useful to have a standard scale against
whìch all the data can be compared. The parameter 2 SM, which
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FIGURE i
Paleolati tude correction, T (e), as a function





















is a measure of the statistìcal relìabilìty of the data, ìs
an approprìate objectìve crìterìa to use for such a scale.
However, what ìs ìmportant ìs not the statìstìcal relìabìlìty
of the data, but ìts geologìcal relìabìlity. This qualìty ìs
best tested by consìdering the consìstency of one data set wìth
independent data. Such an assessment ìs necessarìly subjectìve,
as well as beìng subject to change in the lìght of new data or
models to test against the data.
For the sedìments, the parameter 2 SM ìs independent of
the dìspersion of the specìmen directìons, and the confìdence
lìmi ts depend only on the number of samples. In order to fìlter
out data sets whìch were not sufficìently well grouped to
represent the probable behavior of the paleofìeld, an arbì trary
limit of two standard errors (2 SE) of the mean of the
inclinations equal to 100 was used. Data sets wìth greater
dìspersion than thìs were omitted, except that three data sets
from sì te 66 were retaìned because the data were orìgìnally used
to dìscuss paleolatì tudes.
Consìderìng these ideas, I have rated the data sets ìn
Table 1 accordìng to the followìng scheme:
(1) Only "stable" ìnclìnatìons were used, as determìned
by magnetic cleanìng tests. Values of uncleaned natural
remanence are not consìdered relìable, and they were omitted.
(2) An objective rating was assigned according to the
value of 2 SM. The ratings assìgned were
A ìf 2 SM = 00 _50i
B H -0 100= ~ - I
C " = 100_150,
D II = 150..200 ,
E " = ? 20°
(3) Consìstency of the data wi,th ìndependent evidence ìs
ìndìcated by an asterìsk after the ratìng in Table 1.
Inconsìstency is indicated by an i ~ I. In some cases there
is no independent evìdence to test agaìnst, and in others the
ìndependent evìdence is contr adictory. Such cases are
indìcated by an i? i. References are given in the comments
s ectìon.
Several consìstency tests were used. These tests and
references for examples of theìr applìcatìon are listed below:
(1) Consìstent paleo latì tudes ìn the bas al sediments
and the basalts i allowing for possible age differences and
plate motions (Lowrìe and Opdyke, 1973).
(2) A consìstent )?le defined by the ìn"tersectìon of
paleolatitudes of the same age from several sites on the
same plate .(Cox, ìn prep. ¡ this paper).
(3) Consistency between the site paleolatìtude and a
contìnental apparent polar wanderìng path or a continental
pole of the same age (Peirce et al., 1974¡ Jarrard, 1974).
(4) Consistent paleolatìtudes calculated from the sìte
paleomagnetics data and from plate reconstruction models
(Peìrce et al., 1974¡ Lowrìe, 1974).
(5) Consìstent trends for paleolatìtudes of different





(6) A consistent pole positìon defined by the ìnter-
section of the site paleola ti tude and the lunes of
confidence derived from the skewness of marine magnetìc
anomalies (Larson and Chase, 1972; Schouten and Cande,
in press). This technique is only applicable to basalts
and basal sediments (Larson and Lowrie, 1975; Louden,
1975) .
Thirty-nine sediment data sets and twenty-eight basalt
data sets were rated in this study. Fìgure 2a shows the
rating histogram for the sedìment data, and figure 2b
shows the same information for tiie basalt data. The shaded
porti!ons of the two histograms indicate the data whìch I
fel t were corroborated by ìndependent evidence.
It is important to note that these ratìng criteria
only ìndicate how good the data base ìs for each paleo-
la ti tude determination. Because of the assumptions
discussed above, the grouping of sediment sample directions
has no effect on the ratìng. The grouping of the wi thin-
coolìng unì t sample directions has a small effect on the






Histograms showing the distribution of ratings
for the sediment and basalt data sets. The
ratings are indicative of the size of the data
base on which the paleolatitudes are based.
The shaded portions of the histograms show the
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The concept of usìng DSDP paleolatitudes to study plate
motions was fìrst dìscussed by Sclater and Cox (1970),' usìng
data from sìte 10 ìn the North Atlantic. To demonstrate how
a consistent trend can be recognìzed in basìcally ìnadequate
data, we have shown the hìstograms for the different age
groupings at site 10 (figure 3a). Although none of the
inclinatìons group well except ìn the lowermost sedìments,
ìt is quìte evìdent that the average ìnclination steepens
wìth younger age. Although very little reliabìlity can be
ascribed to specìfic paleolatìtudes at thìs sìte, the
conclusìon that the site has moved northwards with tìme ìs
clear .
Sclater and Jarrard (1971) concluded that the paleo-
latìtudes found at sìte 66 in the Pacìfìc were consìstent ",
wi th the 300 of northward notion of the Pacìfic plate mea sured
~
f
by Francheteau et al. (1970) from the magnetìc anomalìes of
seamounts. When vìewed in the perspective of the DSDP data
base summarized ìn Table 1, ìt is clear that thepaleolatìtudes
on whìch theìr conclusìons were based were unrelìable. In
contrast to the consìstent trend evìdent ìn sìte 10 hìstograms,
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the hìstograms for different age groupings at site 66
(figure 3b) show no evìdence of any grouping of the
ìnclinations at any age and no ~onsistent trend. Because
there was no evidence of bedding ìn the section sampled,
there is a possibility that the sampling of disturbed
material produced the unreliable results (Jarrard, personal
communication). The essentially random distribution of
ìnclìnations on the hìstograms supports thìs possibility.
Poles for the Pacific plate:
Eight sites on the Pacific plate have upper Cretaceous
paleolatitudes calculated for them in Table 1. Sites 57
and 66 were notìncluded in this group. By plotting the
locus of possible poles for each sì te, it is possìble to
define an upper Cretaceous pole for the Pacifìc (figure 4)
with more confidence than Cox (Ln prep.) was able to do
using only three si tes. six of these paleolatitudes have
overlapping confidence intervals which defìne a polygon of
73% (.956) confìdence for the pole.
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FIGURE 3a.
Paleolatitude histograms plotted versus age for
site 10. Arrow denotes present latitude. This
plot demonstrates how the consistency of the trend
between poorly defined points can increase the
geological reliability associated with
ìndividual paleolatitudes.
FIGURE 3b.
Paleolatitude histograms plotted versus age for
Site 66. Arrow denotes present latitude. This
plot demonstrates how the lack of a consistent
trend decreases the geological reliability
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site 313 ìs clearly ìnconsìstent wìth the other data
shown on fìgure 4. This inconsistency ìs strong evìdence
either that the sìte 313 basalts have not correctly
recorded the tìme averaged paleofìeld or that some
assumptions about the age or geology of the sìte are ìn
error. Fìgure 4 demonstrates that although indìvìdual
DSDP paleolatìtudes may have large error bands assocìated
wìth them, the consistency test between different paleolatìtude
determinatìons of the same age can be a powerful tool to
distinguish between reliable (wìthìn the context of a rìgid
plate model) and unrelìable results.
Also shown in figure 4 ìs the mean po le determined from
26 seamounts (Harrìson et al., 1975) and the absolute motìon
apparent polar wanderìng path based on the Hawaìì Emperor
lìneatìon (sìmìlar to that used by Clague and Jarrard, 1972).
To compute the polar wandering path I used the followìng
rotations for the absolute motion of the Pacifìc from
Van Andel et al. (ìn press) :o 0 0
.8 Im.y. about 67 N, 59 Wi01 0 0
.25 m.y. about 67 N, 59 Wi and
.8°/m.y. about 26.50N, 1270W.
(1) 0-25 m.y.:
(2) 25-50 m.y.:
( 3 ) ? 50 m. y.:
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These rotatìons are ìn the opposite sense from those
gìven by Van Andel (ìn press) because I am defining the
motion of the north pole wìth respect to a fìxed Pacifìc.
The last pole gìven has already been rotated for 50 m.y. from
ìts present posìtion to ìts given posìtìon. As a trìal
hypothesìs I assumed that the absolute motion of the Pacìfìc
plate from 50-120 m.y. was defìned by Van Andel's pole although
the Emperor lineatìon ìs probably no older than upper Cretaceous.
There are fìve sìtes on the Pacìfic plate for which
mìddle Cretaceous paleolatitude determìnations have been
made. Three paleolatìtudes (164 and 317 sediments and 303
basalts) have overlapping 95% confìdence ìntervals. The
overlap forms a polygon of 85% (.953) confidence for the
mìddle Cretaceous (fìg. 5). The paleolatitude determìnation
for the 317 basalts is 80 steeper than that for the middle
Cretaceous sedìments, but tectonìc til tìng may have steepened
the observed basalt inclìnatìon here between the tìme of
basement formatìon and the onset of carbonate sedìmentatìon
(Cockerham, personal communcatìon).
The paleolatìtude determìnation for sì te 289 does not
appear to be consìstent wìth the other results. However, it is
based on only 6 samples from an unknow~ number of coolìng unìts.
FIGURE 4
Upper Cretaceous paleomagnetic pole for the Pacific
pla te as defined by DSDP pa leola ti tudes. The arcs
are the loci of positions of the pole for each
site. Heavy lines represent sediment data, thin
lines. represent basalt data, and the dashed lines
represent basalt data from only one cooling unit.
The diamond shaped outline is defined by the
intersection of the 95% confidence bands for
sites 163 and 192. The shaded polygon within it
is the 73% confidence area defined by the over-
lapping 95% confidence bands of six sites (all
but 61 and 313). The reliability grades assigned
to these paleolatitudes are: 61, E; 163, B; 167, A;
171, B; 192, C; 313, E; 315, A; 317, B.
For comparison, the apparent polar wandering path
based on the Hawaii-Emperor lineation is shown








pole for 25, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120
million years. See text for poles of rotation and
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supporting assumptions. The shaded circle is
the pole defined from 26 upper Cretaceous
seamounts from Harrison et al. (1975).
The projection is an equal area Schmidt stereo
set for the northern hemisphere for Figures 4
and 5, and for t~e southern hemisphere for
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Middle Cretaceous paleomagnetic pole for the
Pacific plate as defined by DSDP paleolatitudes.
The symbols are the same as in Figure 4. The
shaded polygon is the 86% confidence limit of
sites 164, 304, and 317 (sediments). The double
dashed lines outline the polygon of 95% confìdence
for the pole position defined by Larson and Chase
(1972) by phase shifting anomalies MI-MIO. The
small unshaded polygon is from Figure 4.
Site 307 is of lower Cretaceous age. Its
paleolatitude appears to be inconsistent with the
middle Cretaceous data because it requires south-
ward motion of the Pacific plate between 125
and 145 mybp.
The reliability grades assigned to these paleo-
latitudes are: 164, B¡ 289, none¡ 303, C¡
304, D¡ 307, B¡ 317 (sed.), C¡ 317 (bas.), B.
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An approximate positìon for the mìddle Cretaceous pole
ìs 450N, 30OW. Thìs ìs somewhat east of the center of the 95%
polygon for the pole by Larson and Chase (1972) from the skewness
of anomalies MI-MIO on the Pacifìc plate (Fig. 5). Thus the
DSDP data ìndìcate roughly 10- 150 of northward motion for the
Pacifìc plate between the mìddle and upper Cretaceous. Thìs
ìs less than half the rate ìndìcated by our extrapolatìon of
the Hawaiì-Emperor lìneatìon. I ìnterpret thìs as an
ìndicatìon that the Pacìfìc plate moved northwards much less
rapìdly durìng thìs tìme than ìt dìd ìn the upper Cretaceous.
Sìte 307 is the only sìte on the Pacific plate wìth a
lower Cretaceous paleolatitude determìnatìon. That paleo-
latitude appears to be ìnconsìstent wìth the younger data
(fìg. 5) because it requìres southward motìon of the sìte
between 145 and 125 m.y.b.p. As a tentatìve explanatìon,
Larson and Lowrìe (1975) speculate that the motion of a then
small Pacifìc plate may have been domìnantly rotatìonal durìng
that tìme. Paleolatìtude determìnations from a site ìn the
older part of the Phoenìx anomalìes could be used to test .
this hypothesìs.
A paleomagnetìc pole has a longìtude amìguìty assocìated
wì th ì t because any purely longì tudìnal trans latìon of a plate
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ìs not recorded paleomagnetically. However, this ambiguì ty
does not exist when comparing an apparent polar wandeDing
path based on absolute motion vectors and a paleomagnetic
pole for the same plate because the sì tes which define each
are fixed with respect to each other. Bearing this in mind,
figure 4 demonstrates that there is good agreement between
the upper Cretaceous lati tude of the Pacific predicted by
the Hawaiì-Emperor lìneatìon, by the DSDP data, and by the
seamount data. However, there is a consìderable discrepancy
in long i tude.
Poles for the Australian plate:
In the Indian Ocean it ìs possible to define a pole for
the middle Cretaceous based on five paleolatì tudes in the
Wharton Basin. As shown in figure 6, four of the pole loci
intersect near 55°S, 165°E and the fifth locus passes within
10 ° . Figure 7 shows the Paleocene pole loci for sites 212
and 213 on the same plate. All these loci lie south of the
Australian poles. Although the confidence intervals for
the DSDP data overlap some of the circles of 95% confidence
for the Australìan data, the consistent offset between the
two data sets in the direction of minimum error in the





Middle Cretaceous paleomagnetic pole for the
Wharton Basip, eastern Indian Ocean, as defined
by DSDP paleolatitudes. The stippled area is the
81% confidence area for the pole defined by the
overlap of the 95% confidence areas for sites
256, 257, 261, and 263. The arrowheads delineate
the 95% confidence band for Site 260.
The ellipses numbered 10.1 and 10.2 refer to the
95% confidence areas for the paleomagnetic poles
at Mt. Cygnet and Mt. Dromedary (McElhinny, 1973).
The five numbered dots are the site positions.
The reliability grades assigned to these paleo-





























Loci of Paleocene pole positions for sites 212
(reliability.A) and 213 (reliability' B) in the
Wharton Basin. The diamond shapes defìne the 90%
confidence area defined by the overlap of the 95%
confidence areas .of the two sites.
The ellipses numbered 11.1 and 11.2 refer to the
95% confidence areas for the paleomagnetic poles
for the Older Volcanics, victoria, and Barrington
Volcano (McElhinny, 1973). The numbered dots







between the Wharton Basin and the Australian continent sìnce
the Paleocene. One place thìs motìon may have occurred ìs
along the Dar lìng Fault. (f ig. 8). This feature: runs for nearly
1000 km along the eastern boundary of the Perth Basìn,
and there has been 9 km of vertìcal dìsplacement along it
(Brown, et al., 1968). No mention is made in the literature
of lateral motion.
Origìn of the Ninetyeast Rìdge:
There are four sites (214, 216, 253 and 254) on the
Ninetyeast Ridge whìch have paleolatitudes determined from
their basement rocks. These sìtes all lìe on the north
striking Ninetyeast Ridge and they ìncrease ìn age from
Oligocene to Maestrichtìan goìng from south to north (fìg. 8).
The data from site 253 ìs from volcanic sedìments (and one
basal t sample), whìle the data for the other three sites
come from mul tiple basalt cooling unìts. All four
paleolatitudes fall in the range 48°-53°, and only that for
site 254 is poorly defìned. The close agreement of their
basement paleolatitudes supports the hypothesìs that the Ninety-
east Ridge is the trace of the Kerguelen hotspot which has
remained essentially stationary near 500S with respect to the
spin axis of the earth (Morgan, 1972). The data for sì te 216
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dìsagree wì th the paleolatì tude predìcted by the
reconstructìons of Sclater and Fìsher (1974). They
hypothesized that the rìdge was the product of excess
volcanìcs produced at the migratìng junctìon of a rìdge
crest and a major transform fault. The disagreement between
the sì te 216 paleolatì tude and theìr predìcted paleolatitude
does not disprove their hypothesis for the origin of the
rìdge i ìt only suggests that errors exìst ìn their model in
the vìcinity of the Nìnetyeast Ridge. Because the rìdge is
on the Indian plate now, a spreading center must have exìsted
between site 216 and the Antarctìc plate very shortly after
basement formation there. That spreadìng center segment must
have been located near 500S according to the paleo latì tude
data and not near 400S as modeled by Sclater and Fìsher (1974).
Conclusions
I have' presented a rating scheme for DSDP paleolatitudes
calculated from the paleomagnetìc inclìnatìons ìn sedìments
and basalts. In addition I have summarized the paleolatitude
determinatìons ìn Table I and ìndicated whìch data are
corroborated by ìndependent evidence. By ratìng all DSDP
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FIGURE 8
chart of the eastern Indian Ocean showing" the
relative posttions of several DSDP sites for
which paleolatitudes have been calculated. Also
shown are the Ninetyeast Ridge, Kerguelen Island,
and the Darling Fault. The large arrow shows
the motion of the Indian plate with respect
to Kergue len pr ior to the Eocene.
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paleolatìtudes agaìnst these same crìterìa, theìr relìabìlìty
can be vìewed wì th a realìstìc perspectì ve.
DSDP paleolatì tudes have wider bands of confidence than
contìnental poles. Consequently, ìndìvidual DSDP paleo-
lati tudes are of lìmì ted usefulness, but several paleolatì tudes
of the same age from the. same plate can defìne useful
paleomagnetìc poles for oceanìc plates and provìde new
constraints for plate reconstructìon models. When several
sìtes defìne a pole, alternative explanatìons such as
secondary magnetìzatìon, tectonìc tìltìng, ør undetected
relatìve motìon between the sì tes must be sought to explaìn
paleolatì tudes whìch do not agree wì th that pole.
The paleomagnetìc pole for the upper Cretaceous ìn the
Pacìfìc agrees faìrly well wìth the apparent polar wanderìng
curve defined by the Hawaìì-Emperor lìneatìon. As the DSDP
data fallon one sìde of the curve and the seamount data
(Harrìson et al., 1975) fallon the other sìde of ìt, I feel
that the absolute motion curve ìs a good fìrst order
approximation for an apparent polar wanderìng curve for
the Pacìfic back to about 100 m.y.b.p. The mìddle Cretaceous
pole for the Wharton Basìn lìes south of the Australìan
99
paleomagnetìc poles and thìs may ìndicate some left lateral
motion between Australia and the Wharton Basìn in the
Tertìary.
Four paleolatitudes from basement rocks on the
Nìnetyeast Ridge all fa 11 close to 500S; supporting the
hypothesìs that the Nìnetyeast Rìdge reprèsents the trace
of the Kerguelen hotspot.
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Notes for Table 1:
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Age is the paleontological age of the section. Some K/Ar
and magnetic anomaly ages are given in comments. S ìndiaates
sediment samples; B ìndicates basalt ot diabase samples.
N refers to the number of samples in the data set. Where
two numbers are gìven the first refers to the number of
samples used to compute the paleolatitude. See text for
an explanatìon of 2 SM, corrected paleolatì tudes, 95%
confidence interval, and rating crì teria. References are
li sted below. Numers in parentheses in comments refer to
references.
1. Opdyke and Phìllìps, 1969
2. Opdyke, 1970
3. Henry and Opdyke, 1970a
4 . Henry and Opdyke, 197 Ob
5. Doell, 1970
6. Doell, 1971a
7. Sclater and Jarrard, 1971
8 . Doe 1 1, 19 7 lb
9. Sclater and Cox, 1970
10. Lowrie et al., 1973a
11. Lowrìe et al., 1973b
12. Lowrìe, 1973
13. Ryan and Flood, 1973
14. Lowrie and Opdy~e, 1972




19. Whitney and Merrill, 1973
20. Marshall, in prep.
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21. Keating, 1974
22. Jarrard and Sclater, 1974
23. Whitmarsh et al., 1974a, 1974b
24. Blow and Hamilton, 1975
25. Wolcejszo et al., 1974
26. Peirce et al., 1974
27. Jarrard, 1974
,
28. Lowrie and Hayes, 1975
29. Lowrie and Israfìl, 1975
I
! ,
30. Allìs et al., 1975
31. Louden, 1975
32. Larson and Lowrie, 1975
33. Cockerham and Jarrard, in press
34. Johnson and Ade-Hall, 1975
35. Peirce, unpublished data
36. Cockerham et al., 1975 "
t
r37. Taylor et al., 1973
38. Mckenzie and Sclater, 1971
39. Sclater and Fisher, 1974
40. McElhìnny,. 1974
41. Green and Brecher, 1974
42. McElhìnny, 1973
43. Hamond et al., 1975
44. Phillìps and Forsyth, 1972
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Paleomagnetìc data are presented from the sediments
and basalts at DSDP sites 213, 214, 216, and 217 on or
near the Ninetyeast Ridge ìn the eastern Indian Ocean. The
paleolatitudes confirm that the ridge is attached to the
Indìan plate and that both have moved rapidly northwards
sìnce the Late Cretaceous. The Indian plate moved northwards
wì th respect to the south pole at an average rate of
14.9 + 4.5 cm/yr from 70 mybp until about 40 mybp when ìt
slowed to ìts present rate of 5.2 + .8 cm/yr.
Basal paleola ti tudes on the Nìne tyeas t Rìdge indìca te
tha t ì ts vólcanìc source was approximately f ìxed in la tì tude
near 50 oS, supporting the concept that the rìdge is the
trace of the Kerguelen hotspot on the northward movìng Indìan
plate. The existence of a "mirror rìdge" on the Antarctìc
pIa te and the very shallow depths of basement formatìon on the
rìdge suggest that the Indìan/Antarctìc spreadìng center must
have remaìned near the hotspot from 80 to 40 mybp in spì te of
one-limb spreading rates of up to 12 cm/yr. Thìs ìs
unexpected in. vìew of the apparently small amount of motìon
of the Antarctic plate durìng this time. It is suggested that
Antarctica was held nearly fìxed by the geometry of other
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plate motions, and therefore the Kerguelen hotspot caused
asymmetric accretion of new plate materìal at the
southwestern end of the Ninetyeast Ridge. Evidence of such
asymmetry has been reported in the form of an 110 southerly
migra tion or jump of that spreading center.
The Ninetyeast Ridge paleolati tudes are consistent
wi th the Deccan Traps paleomagnetic poles. However, a
comparìson of the Australian paleomagnetic poles and these
data shows a major inconsistency between 50 and 40 mybp.
J
Al though the reason for this ìnconsistency ìs not known, the
error may be ìn the present estimates of the relative motions
between India and Antarctica and between Australia and
Antarctica as well as the paleomagnetic data itself. The
two data sets compare favorably ìn both rate and paleola ti tude
back to 40 mybp. Prior to 50 mybp they compare favorably in
rate but the DSDP data ìmply that India was 130 farther south





There ìs a wealth of paleontologìc, geomagnetìc, and
tectonìc evìdence to suggest that the Indìan plate has
experìenced large and rapid northward motìon during the
Late Cretaceous and Tertiary. One of the remarkable
features of the eastern Indìan Ocean is the Nìnetyeast
Ridge, a 5000 km long, linear, aseìsmìc rìdge which lìes
near the 90th merìdìan. It runs from about 32°S to about
lOON, where ìt comes buried under the sediments of the Bengal
Fan. Legs 22 and 26 of the Deep Sea Drìllìng Project (DSDP)
drilled five holes along the length of the Ninetyeast Rìdge.
The stratìgraphy and paleontology of these sìtes (von der Borch¡
Sclater et al., 1974; Davìes, Luyendyk et al., 1974; Luyendyk,
ìn press, 1976) provide evìdence of extensive northward
motìon but thereìs no direct estimate of the rate. or the
amount of motion.
In thìs paper I present paleomagnetic data from DSDP
sìtes 214, 216, and 217 on the Ninetyeast Rìdge, and also
from sìtes 215 and 213 on either sìde of ìt. These data come
from several biostratìgraphic horìzons ìn the Tertìary and
uppermost Cretaceous sedìments, as well as from the underlyìng
basal ts. They allow a direct, quanti tatìve estìmate of the
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rates of northward motion of the' Indìan plate. The
tectonic implìcations of these paleolatitudes for the
origìn of the Ninetyeast Ridge and the relatìve motion
between India and Australia are discussed in detail.
TECTONICS OF THE INDIAN OCEAN
The floor of the Indian Ocean has been shaped by
processes which caused the breakup and dispersal of the
Gondwanaland continent. McKenzìe and Sclater (1971)
used marine magnetìc anomalìes to reconstruct the
evolutìon of the central Indian Ocean back to 75 million
years before present (mybp). Sclater and Fisher (1974)
extended that coverage eas tward to about 100 °E, and they
have delineated several north-south fracture zones offsetting
east-west trending magnetic anomalies.




Ninetyeast Ridge (Figure 1). It had been variously
ìnterpreted as a horst (Francis and Raitt, 1967); as the
resul t of overriding plates (LePichon and Heirtzler, 1968);
as the trace of a mantle plume (hotspot) beneath the
northward movìng Indian plate (Morgan, 1972a, 1972b); and
as the volcanic mass erupted at the junction of a spreading
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center and a transform fault (Sclater and Fìsher, 1974).
The gravìty and seìsmic data presented by Bowìn (1973)
ìndìcate that the ridge is nearly isostatically compensated,
hence they are not compatìble with eì ther the horst or the
overriding plate theory.
Bathymetrìc profiles across the Ninetyeast Rìdge
are usually asymmetric, often showing a scarp along the
eastern side (Laughton et al., 1971). A fracture zone lies
near the foot of this escarpment (Bowin, 1973). Sclater
and Fisher (1974) found that the crust west of the ridge
becomes older to the north while that east of the rìdge
becomes older to the south (Fig. 2). They postulated that
the fracture zone east of the rìdge marks an old transform
faul t (Nìnetyeast Fault) which separated the Wharton Basin
and the Indìan plate durìng the early Tertiary. A precursor
to the present Southeast Indian Ridge lay at the southern
end of this transform fault on its western side. On the
eastern side of the fault, at the northern end, was an
easterly striking spreading center separating the Wharton
Basin from the Sunda plate (Fìgure 3). Fìgure 3 shows
Sclater and Fìsher IS ìnterpretation of the evolutìon of the
Eastern Indian Ocean in schematic form. Note that the
Ninetyeast Ridge is always attached to the Indìan plate in
this interpretatìon.
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Magnetic anomalìes west of the Nìnetyeast Rìdge
appear to be offset about 9 ° in a left lateral sense
along the 86°E fracture zone. The equivalent transform
fault on the actìve SE Indian Ridge is offset about 2 ° in
a rìght lateral sense. consequently, Sclater and Fisher
(1974) proposed that the ridge segment between 86°E and
900E jumped about 11 ° to the south sometime after basement
at DSDP site 215 was formed 58-63 mybp, but before anomaly 22
time (53 mybp, áccordìng to the revìsed tìme scale proposed
by Sclater et al., 1974).
The early spreadìng between India and the Antarctic
was in a north-south direction (McKenzie and Scla ter, 1971;
Sclater and Fisher, 1974, figure 2). Between the time of
anomalies 15 and 18 (37.5-43 m.y.B.P., according to the
tìme scale of Sclater et al., 1974), there was a major
reorganization of spreading, and the spreading direction
changed to northeas.t-southwest (Sclater et al., 1976). As





part of this reorganization, the spreading pattern whìch was
began to separate Broken Ridge from Kerguelen (McKenzie and
Sclater, 1971; Weissel and Hayes, 1972; Bowin, 1974). At
about the same tìme, the spreading center separating the
Sunda plate and the Wharton Basin ceased spreading and was
FIGURE 1
Bathymetry of the Indian Ocean. Contours are
from a recent Russian chart (Burakova, ed., no
publ. date). fhe small squares indicate the
DSDP sites for which some paleomagnetic data
have been reported. Note the posìtions of the
Kerguelen - Gaussberg and Broken Ridges relative




































. DSDP SITES WITH PALEOIU,;..EnCS
"
FIGURE 2
Tectonic sum~ary diagram of the eastern Indian
Ocean showing the age of oceanic crust on either
s ide of the Ninetyeast Ridge. The light continuous
lines are the 2000 and 4000 m contours~ the heavy
numbered lines indicate ìdentified magnetic
anomalies, and the dashed heavy lines represent
tentative anomaly identifications. The north-
south continuous heavy lines are known fracture
zones, and the north-south broken lines represent
postula ted fracture zones. Large, numbered spots
are DSDP sites. Small dots are" earthquake























Reconstructions of the relative positions of
India, Australia, and Antarctica from the present
back to 100 mybp. Reconstructions are relatìve
to a fixed Antarctica, and the paleolatitude
parallels are drawn to agree with the paleo-
magnetic data for Australia. The small black dots
are seismic epicenters on mid-ocean ridges. The
large dots represent DSDP sites, and those from
Leg 22 are numbered. Thick black lìnes ìndicate
spreading centers; heavy continuous lìnes are
transform faults; heavy broken'lines are fracture
zones; and short east-west lines are ìdentifìed










































subducted in the Java Trench. When this spreading ceased
(anomaly 17 or earlìer, . Scla ter and Fisher, 1974), the
Indian plate and the Wharton Basin healed together and
became the Australìan plate as it ìs today.
Previous evidence for northward motìon
The paleontology and palynology of the DSDP sites on
the Ninetyeast Rìdge is marked by two dìstinctìve trends:
(1) a shallow, or sometimes subaerìal, to deep water facìes
change up sectìon, and (2) a transìtìon from hìgh latìtude
temperate assemblages to low latìtude tropìcal assemblages
up section (Gartner et al., 1974; Pìrn et al., 1974; Harrìs,
1974; Kemp and Harrìs, 1975).
The present depths of the Ninetyeast Rìdge ìncrease
systematically to the north in rough accordance wìth the
shape of the empirical age-depth curve for the ocean basìns
(Sclater et al., 1971; Bowìn, 1973; Sclater and Fisher, 1974).
Much of the ridge was orìginally above sea level (Luyendyk
and Davies, 1974; Pìmm et al., 1974; Kemp and Harris, 1975;
Scla ter et al., ìn press, 1976). Previously published
paleomagnetic results from the basalts ìndica te a high
southern latìtude orìgìn for the southern end of the rìdge
(Peìrce et al., 1974),. but the assocìa ted confìdence ìnterval
was very large (Pe ìrce, ìn press, 1976). A well constraìned
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paleola ti tude has been reported by Cockerham et al. (1975)
whìch confirms thìs conclusion. Paleomagnetic data from
other parts of the Indìan plate also indicate positions in
high southern latitudes ìn the Cretaceous (McElhinny, 1968,
1973; Wellman and McElhinny, 1970; Blow and Hamilton, 1975).
Reconstructions of the Gondwanaland continents
(Smi th and Hallam, 1970; McElhinny, 1970 i McElhinny and
Luck, 1970) place the Antarctìc, Australìan, and Indian
continents ìn close proximity. Usìng Australìan paleomagnetic
data (Wellman et al., 1969) for paleolatìtude control, Sclater
and Fìsher (1974) have reconstructed the evolution of the
eastern Indian Ocean from magnetic anomalies (Figure 3).
Their r.econstructions also ìndica te southern la ti tudes for
the Ninetyeast Ridge as it formed.
Basal t Paleola ti tude s
Paleolatìtudes are calculated from the paleomagnetìc
data at sites 213, 214, 215, and 216. Sìtes 214 and 216 are
on the Ninetyeast Ridge, and both paleolatitudes lie near
500S. Site 213 is 400 km east of the Ninetyeast Ridge in the
Wharton Basìn. The basement at thìs sìte formed near the
northern end of the old Ninetyeast transform fault, hence
ì ts low paleola ti tude of 18 ° s. The difference between the
paleolatìtudes at sites 213 and 214 is 32° + 16°, implying
140
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Consequently, I have consìdered cooling units to be
ìndependent only when the mean ìnclinatìon of one unit
lìes more than two standard errors of the mean away from
the mean ìnclìnation of the adjacent unìts. Sìmilar
methods have been used to identify separate cooling units
on DSDP Leg 37 (Ade-Hall et al., 1975; Hall and Ryall, in
press, 1976). Units with inclinations of opposite sign
have always been assumed to be independent as all of these
paleolatìtudes lie far from the equator. As a result of this
method, the number of independent cooling units at a given
DSDP sìte ìs relatìvely few (to date always less than 10),
and the confìdence interval of ,the paleolatitude remains
hìghly dependent on ì t. Because my ìnterpretatìon of cooling
unì t independence is crucial to an eva 1 ua tìon of the paleo-
lati tude reliabìli ties, a description of it ìs included below
in the discussìon of the data quality at each site.
The paleolatìtudes and their associated statistics are
lìsted ìn Table I. The values listed here are revìsions of ¡,
.L
the preliminary results reported by Peirce (in press, 1976).
The differences in the paleolatitudes are small, but the
confidence intervals are often larger because of more strict
cri teria for cooling unì t independence. The paleomagnetìc
directions of the ìndivìdual specìmens are listed in Appendix I,
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and the uncorrected paleolatitudes for each cooling unìt
are plotted in Fìgure 4.
The total numer of basalt specìmens measured was
143. Of these, 44 were partially demagnetìzed ìn
alternatìng fields (AF) in a stepwise manner up to 800
oers teds as pìlot samples from the inferred coolìng units.
The dìrectìonal behavior and normalìzed intensity curves
for a representative set of these are included in Appendix II.
About 10% of the basalt specìmens exhibited unstable
behavior or anomalous dìrectìons, and these were omì tted
from the data set used for paleolatitude calculatìons.
Most of these were from site 215 where back to back
specimens sampled from the same pìece of core often exhibited
dìscordant directions. The criteria used for rejecting basalt
specimen dìrectìons were as follows:
1. If the paleomagnetic direction did not stabilìze
to less than a 5 ° change between two successìve demagnetizing
steps (NRM, 100, 150, 200, and 400 oersteds), ì twas rej ected.
Exceptìons to thìs rule were made only when back to back
specimens showed sìmilar inclinatìons (wi thin 10 0) and
sìmilar declinations (wìthin 20°).
2. If two back to back specìmens showed discordant
directìons i both were rej ected.
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All of the specimens were partially demagnetized at at
least three different cleaning fìelds, usually 100, 150,
and 200 oersteds. The directìons chosen for the paleo-
latì tude calculations were those which showed the least
angular change from the prevìous direction, and the
maximum stability index with respect to the previous
.. .. ..
magnetic vector (SI = 1 - (Ji - J2)/Ji' Brìden, 1972).
~hen these two criteria were not met simultaneously, ì t
was usually because of a large ìntensi ty change, and the
minimum angular change cri terìon was gìven more weight.
Geology of the basalt qections
The 95% confidence interval for the paleolatitude is
primarìly dependent on the number of independent cooling
units identified at each site. The ìdentifìcation of
cooling unit boundaries is difficult when one only has a
core about 6 cm in diameter to work wì th. In some cases
the presence of graded textural changes (glass to vesicular
to fìne grained to coarse grained) is a clear indication of
a cooling uni t. Sometimes possible subaerial weathering
zones were indìcated by oxidized, vesìcular flow (?) tops
(e.g. Site 216). However, more often, possible cooling unit
boundaries are ìndicated only by chilled margìns, and there
FIGURE 4
The uncorrected virtual geomagnetic latìtudes of
the ìndependent basalt units of sites 213, 214,
215, 216, and 254 are shown arranged in strati-
graphic order. The numbers to the left are the
number of samples in each unìt, and the letters
Nand R on the right denote whether the unit was
normally or reversely polarized. The length of
the horizontal bar of each unit indicates the
range of two standard errors of the mean of the
paleolatitudes. units with only one sample are
ìndicated by an open circle. The corrected paleo-
latitude and' 95% confidence interval from Table 1
is shown by the star and arrows.
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. 'UNCORRECTED PALEOLATITUDES
OF BASAL T, COOLING UNITS
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is no way to distinguish whether these represent
individual pillows from the same eruptìon, or whether
they represent different coolìng units from dìfferent
eruptions. In Tables 2-5, I have lìsted the geologìcal
evidence suggesting cooling unìt boundaries, the
paleomagnetìc inclinations associated wì th each of these
units, and my ìnterpretation of which unìts I consìdered
independent. In one case (Sìte 215), I ìnferred a cooling
uni t boundary between cores 18 and 19 on the basis of an
observed reversal of inclination. In another case (Site 216),
I inferred a cooling unit boundary in core 38 (sectìon 2,
38 cm) on the basLs of signifìcant change ìn ìnclìnation.
This inferred boundary coincìdes wì th a zone of alteratìon
and chlori te veins which I had previously discarded as a
possible boundary. In all the other cases, sìgnifìcant
changes of inciination only occurred on eì ther sìde of a
boundary previously identified on geologìcal criteria alone.
However, the maj ori ty of the prevìously ìdentifìed boundaries
dìd not separate zones of signìficantly different magnetìc
inclinations. In such cases, adjacent cooling unì ts were
not considered independent, and they are presumed to be
ei ther pillows from the same eruption or units from eruptìons
closely spaced in tìme.
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Site 213
The basalt sectìon at site 213 consists of a serìes
of weathered basalt unìts separated by glassy palagonì tized
zones (Table II). The shipboard scìentists described the
section as "a successìon of at least eleven basal tìc flows II ,
(von der Borch, Sclater et al., 1974, p. 88). I identified
fìfteen separate coolìng units on the basìs of chìlled!
~rgìns. Of these, three were unsui table for sampling
because of insufficìent recovery of orientable pieces. Of
the remainìng twelve unìts, six are considered to be
independent, and at least four well established reversals
were observed (Fìgure 4~).
Most of the specìmens exhibited good stabìli ty on
cleaning (see Appendìx II). Five samples reversed polarity
on cleaning. Three of these were discarded, because they
dìd not stabilize, and the directions of the remaining two
mìgrated to values very sìmìlar to those measured in back to
back specìmens. An addì tìonal sample was dìscarded because
ì t displayed an extremely anomalous direction and an
anomalously soft coercive force spectrum. ; Nine pairs of
back to back specìmens were taken. The cleaned directions
of six of the pairs agreed very well, two of them agreed
moderately well, and the stabilì ty of one of the specimens
ìn the ninth pair was consìdered doubtful (Appendix I).
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Sìte 214
The basalt section at sìte 214 is quite variable
(Table III). The top three unìts have a fine grained trachytìc
texture and are quite fresh. The reversed dìrections here are
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very tìghtly grouped, and I considered these three
apparent units to be one ìndependent unit. Hekìnian
(1974) describes these units as oceanic andes i tes whìch
are more differentiated than the basalts deeper ìn the
hole. The shipboard scientists interpreted them as sills
(von der Borch, Sclater et al., 1974, p. 122). Unit 5 is
a normally magnetìzed unit 'located below a tuff, and above
a sand and debris layer. The four lowermost units appear
to be thin flows which may be subaerial 1 and they are each
considered to be independent (Figure 4b). The flow (?) tops
are marked by very coarse (up tò 10 ro) vesìcular zones.
No specimens exhibì ted unstable behavior, and no
directions were rejected for any reason. Nine sets of
back to back specimens showed excellent dìrectiona1 agreement.
The oldest sediments at sìte 214 are assìgned NP5
(H. kleinpelli, lower P4, 57-58 m.y.B.P.) of the Berggren
(1972) tìme scale (von der Borch, Sclater et al., 1974, p. 126).
This age was confirmed by Berggren et al. (1974). As this
age seems well establìshed, and yet as site 214 is clearly
somewhat younger than site 215 to the west, a narrow age band




The basalt section at sìte 215 consìsts of a
sequence of closely spaced chìlled margins which probably
represent a pìllow sequence (Table iV). Because of the
presence of reversely magnetized units ìn core 19, my
ìnterpretatìon ìs that -three distìnctive eruptìve epìsodes
are represented ìn the section (Figure 4c). The shipboard
scìentists ìnterpreted thìs section as a sequence of
14 pìllows, based on the frequent occurrence of glass,
palagonìte, and numerous cross-cuttìng veins (von der Borch,
S c 1 a te r eta 1 ., i 9 74, p. 19 6) .
Numerous samples exhìbi ted anomalous directions. Some
of these anomalous dìrectìons are probably due to movement
wì thìn the pillow pile after the lava had cooled through
the Curie point, but the frequent occurrence of discordant
directions in back to back specìmens at this site casts doubt
on the valìdi ty of the paleolati tude. Four pairs of back to
back specimens were rejected because of discordant dìrections w
Five other paìrs of specìmens showed concordant directìons, and
two paìrs showed roughly concordant directìons. Four specimens
whìch reversed on cleanìng and one other specimen dìrectìon
dìd not 'stabilize. These dìrectìons were rejected. An
addìtìonal dìrection (20-2-120) was omitted because ìt was of
opposì te polarì ty to the adjacent specìmens and there was no
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evìdence of coolìng unit boundaries on eìther sìde of it.
Thìs specimen came from a pìece of core which was too long
to be inverted during the drìlling process, but ì t may
have been accidently inverted by careless handling.
The oldest sediments at sìte 215 are assigned to
zone NP5 (F. tympaniformis, upper P3, 58-59 m.y.B.P.) of
the Berggren (1972) time scale (von der Borch, Sclater
et al., 1974, p. 198). The sìte ìs located between two
anomalìes tentatively identìfìed as 24 and 25 by Sclater
and Fisher (1974). If these identifications are correct,
they also give an age of about 58 m.y.B.P. according to the
Sclater et al. (1974) time scale. The Heirtzler et al. (1968)
tìme scale predìcts an age of 61-62 m.y.B.P. I have assigned
an age range of 58-63 m.y.B.P.
Sìte 216
The basalt section at 'site 216 consists prìmarily of
unìts which are characterìzed by an oxìdized, pale red,
vesicular or scoriaceous top (Table V). The oxidized
nature of these tops suggest that they may have been
subaerially erupted. Ninety centimeters of loosely cemented
tuff and two thin basalt units lie at the top of the section.
Of the several units sampled, five are 'considered independent
(Fìgure 4d) .
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All of the specimens had very stable dìrectìons,
and those from the flows (?) wì th the scorìaceous tops
were very tightly grouped. Two alteratìon zones,
characterìzed by clearly vìsìble weathering fronts, were
sampled. These specimens showed no sìgnifìcant difference
ìn theìr magnetic properties from the fresher appearìng
specìmens. Sixteen groups of back to back specìmens were
taken, and all of them had concordant directions.
The oldest sedìments at sìte 216 which are clearly
dated (core 33) are placed in the uppermost Maastrichtian
(~. frequens zone of Bukry, 1974¡ von der Borch, Sclater
et al., 1974, p. 219) wìth an age of 65-67 m.y.B.P. A
poorly preserved Maastrichtìan assemblage was found ìn cores
34 and 35 whìch ìncl uded an unidentifìed specìes of
Nephrolìthus (loc. cìt.). Therefore an age bracket of
67-72 m.y.B.P. ìs assigned to the basalts to include the
fìrst fìve millìon years of the Maastrìchtìan.
Sediment Paleolatì tudes
Paleolatìtudes are calculated from the sediment data
at varìous horìzons at sìte 215, 216 and 217. The
paleolatìtudes for sìtes 216 and 217 show a consìstent
pattern of northward motìon for the Nìnetyeast Rìdge. At
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sì te 215, to the west of the ridge, the sediment
paleolati tude ìs inconsistent with that of the
underlyìng basalts as well as the results from the Ninetyeast
Ridge (Figure 6). No reliable sediment paleola ti tudes
were measured at sì tes 213 or 214.
The paleola tìtudes and their associated
confìdence intervals are calcula~êd according to the, ,
method developed by Cox (in prep., 1976), as modified by
Peirce (ìn press, 1976) for use wìth DSDP sediments.
Usìng this method, each sample direction is considered to
be an independent sampling of the geomagnetic secular
varìation. The sìze of the confidence ìnterval is determìned
only by the modelled secular variation at the observed paleo-
latìtude and by the numer of samples. The dispersion of the
observed directions is not considered because tightly grouped
data are usually an indication of inadequate sampling of
secular variation. On the other hand, a large amount of
dìspersion is probably indicative of bàd data. Consequently,
data are considered reliable only when there are sufficient
samples to guarantee some averaging of secular vàriation
and when the standard deviation of the observed inclinatìons
ìs less than 100 (an emp~rìcal cutoff, from Peirce (in press,
1976)).
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The paleolatìtudes and theìr assocìated statistìcs
are listed ìn Table VI. The cleaned directìons of the
ìndi vidual specime~s are listed ìn Appendìx III, and the
dìstributìons of the uncorrected paleola ti tudes at each
horizon are plotted in Figure 5.
A total of 388 sediment samples were measured from
DSDP sì tes 213, 214, 215, 216 and 217. Most of the
specimens were drilled from indurated pìeces of core, using
a diamond rock drìll. Relative declìnations were preserved
when several specimens came from the same piece of core.
At sites 213, 215, and the uppermost horìzons at sites 214,
216, and 217, specìmens were taken using a DSDP plastìc
sample cutter inserted with a miniature piston core
sampling devìce. The specìmens were then capped in the
plastìc, top and bottom, wìth an epoxy which cured at room
tempera ture. Measurements were made on the cryogenic magneto-
meters at the Universìty of Texas (C.E. Helsley) and at the
Universìty of Rhode Island (N.D. Watkins).
Basal sedìments were sampled at all the sites. Attempts
to sample up core at younger horìzons were made at all sìtes.
However, sui table material undisturbed by the drìlling
process was not present up core at sì te 213 and 215, and




hori zons which were sampled, the paleolatitudes and
their associated statistics, and the assigned ages are
listed ìn Table VI. The directions of indivìdual samples
are listed in Appendix III for those horizons at which
paleola ti tudes were calculated. The directional behavior
and the normalized AF demagnetization curves for several
representative pilot specimens are shown in Appendix iV.
Sixty-one pilot specìmens were progressively AF
demagneti zed to determìne proper cleaning fields. About half
of the remaìning specìmens were cleaned only at ei ther
100 oersteds or at 150 oersteds. Upon reduction of the
data, it became apparent that many of these specimens might
need further cleaning, and they were remeasured and then
cleaned at higher fields after an interval of a few months.
All of these specimens had acquired sufficient viscous remanent
magnetization (VRM) in the intervening months to completely
dominate the natural remanent magnetization (NRM). Only
at sì te 215 could this secondary remanence be even partially
removed before totally erasing the original direction. Many
of these samples exhìbi ted rapìdly decaying magnetic
components when they were placed ìn the field free region
inside the magnetometer.
A second set of samples, acquired for more up core
data at sites 216 and 217, were all measured at several
FIGURE 5
The uncorrected virtual geomagnetic latitudes of
the sediment samples from sites 215, 216, and 217
are shown in histogram form. Each baseline ìs
posi tìoned according to age along the horizontal
axis. Two histograms in the middle figure are
ìnverted to avoìd overlaps.
The triangles point to the corrected paleolatitudes
given in Table 6. The dashed lines indìcate the
paleomotion of the site based on all the paleo-
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cleanìng fìelds (100, 150 and 200 oersteds) wìthìn a few
hours of their initial cleanìng. None of these specìmens
exhibì ted behavior characterìstic of a large VR component.
From this experience, ìt appears that the process of
partìally demagnetìzing a specìmen ìn some way activates
the magnetic domaìns and makes VRM easìer to acquìre than ìf
no cleanìng had occurred. Perhaps the cleaning process
moves many domain walls ìnto positions which are barely
stable, . and in the presence of an applìed fìeld these
gradually move into more stable positions, alìgnìng such
domains in the directìon of the applied field in the process.
However, there appears to be a great deal of varìability
in the response of VR to AF demagnetizatìon (Dunlop, 1973).
Lowrìe and Kent (1976) observed the opposì te effect ìn
DSDP Leg xxxiv basalts. 'Thus these ideas must be considered
speculatìve untìl supported by experimental data from several
rock types.





component ìn any of the cleaned measurements made soon after
the orìgìnal cleanìng. All directions whìch were measured
after a sìgnìficant delay beyond the orìginal cleaning were
rejected as unreliable.
At ~many of the horìzons sampled, the dìrections whìch
were consìdered relìable (see dìscussìon of acceptance
crìteria below) were too scattered or too few to compute a
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paleolatì tude. In most cases, scattered directions were
observed in very weakly magnetized sediments (~ 1 x 10-6
emu/cc). However, ìn core 8 of site 217, sediments with
cleaned magnetizatìons ~ 1 x 10-7 emu/cc produced very
stable, well grouped directions which we~e confirmed by
frequent back to back sampling.
It ìs unclear why some sediments appear to be reliable
paleomagnetic recorders, as characterized by coherent
d~rections in a group of samples, while others of
apparently similar lithology and magnetization are not
reliable. I have made an attempt to make magnetic separates
of several specimens using heavy liquids. These were
examined under a scannipg electron microscope fitted with
an energy dispersive X-ray attachment to detect elemental
composìtìon, but the results were inconclusive.
Indìvidual specimen directions were rejected as
unreliable for several reasons. All specimen directions
whose cleaned intensity was ~ 1 x 10-6 emu/cc were rejected
unless that direction could be confirmed in both inclination
and declination by a specimen sampled from the same indurated
pìece of core. This intensity cutoff is not a function of
the cryogenic magnetometers, which have a practical
sensi tìvì ty of about 1 x 10-8 emu/cc, but rather it is
based on the empìrical observation that most groups of
specìmens with such low magnetizations do not have well
grouped directions. At only two horizons (cores 8 and 10,
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site 217) was thìs poor grouping not observed. However,
ìn those cases i every direction used ìn the paleolatitude
calculation was confìrmed by at least one other back to
back specìmen.
Specimen .directìons were rejected as unreliable when
they did not stabilìze to less than 100 angular change
between successive demagneti zation steps unless such a
directìon was confirmed by that from another back to back
specimen. When only one cleaned direction was available,
the 100 angular change crì terìa was not applied.
Paleola£ì tudes were calculated only when at least
four samples at a gìven horizon met the dìrectìon acceptance
cri teria. Paleolatitudes, based on less than eight directions
are consìdered margìnally reliable, and they are listed ìn
parentheses ìn Table VI.
The ages assìgned in Table VI are drawn from the sìte
reports ìn von der Borch, Sclater et al. (1974), as well as the
followìng shìpboard and shore laboratory studies: nannofossils,
Gartner (1974) and Bukry (1974); foraminifera, McGowran
(1974) and Berggren (1974); and radiolarìa, Johnson (1974).
The absolute ages of the biostratìgraphìc horizons are those
assigned by Berggren (1972). Generally, all the paleontologìc
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ages agree well except in the lower Oligocene where the
radiolaria show discordant ages a few million years older
than those from the nannofossils. In these cases, when
both the nannofossil and foraminiferal ages are in
agreement, I have used them. If no foraminiferal age
was available (usually because of dìssolution), I have
assigned an age range including the nannofossil and the
radiolarian ages.
Magnetic stability of sedìments
The confidence intervals given in Table VI are a function
of the numer of samples and the observed paleolatitude.
As such, they cannot reflect certaìn characteristics of a
particular data set whiçh may detract from its relìabili ty
as subjectively evaluated. Because such subjective
assessments can provide an unquantìfiable insight beyond
that offered by the statistics in some cases, a brief
discussion of the data quality is given below for each site.
Site 213:
The specimens all appeared to be stably magneti zed.
However, in the absence of obseTvablèbedding in the sampled
part of the core, I ìnterpret eie tremendous scatter of
inclinations as an indication of severe dìsturbance of the
mud by the drilling process.
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site 214:
Most of the specimens above the basal section had
weak magnetizations(, 1 x 10-6 emu/cc) and the inclinations
were very scattered. One pilot specimen from the tuff in
core 41 exhibited an extremely high median destructive
field (MDF) which extrapolated to ? 3000 oersteds. Its
most stable inclination was 49.30 before thermal cleaning.
The entire tuff behaved in an unstable manner when
thermally demagneti zed.
There were five specimens in the basal section whìch
met the acceptance cri terìa. Four of these were paired
back to back specimens. Four other back to back specimen
directions were rej ected be cause of dis cordant dìrections.
In view of the high rejection percentage (58%) at this
horizon and the inconsistency with the basalt paleolatitude ~
this paleolatìtude is consìdered unreliable.
Sìte 215:
The directions from site 215 were stably magneti zed and
well grouped (see Appendices III and iV). There is no a
priori reason to disbelieve this data. However, the
measured paleolatìtude is inconsistent wìth that from the
basal ts which are of simìlar age. Although the quality of
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the basalt data ìs not hìgh, and mìght be disregarded,
the sediment paleolatì tude also radìcally diverges
from the more abundant data from the Ninetyeast Ridge if
one assumes that ther has been no relative motion between
the site and the rìdge. One possible explanation is that
the paleolatitude ìs the result of chemical remanent
magnetizatìon (CRM) acquired about 10 m.y. after the
sedìment was deposìted. As there ìs no other evìdence to
sùpport relative motìon between the site and the rìdge or
the existence of CRM to support such motion, the sediment
paleolatitude remains a well defined but unexplaìned anomaly.
Sìte 216:
The magnetìc stabilì ty of specìmens from sìte 216 is
quìte variable from horìzon to horizon. The demarcation
between stable and unstable zones is usually quite clear,
as for example between core sections 9-1 and 9- 2, and also
ìn core sectìon 16-2 (Appendices III and iV). The calculated
paleola tì tudes are based on specimens whìch did not exhibit
unstable behavior. They are self-consistent in the upper
part of the hole. The basalt paleolatìtude ìs 6° further
south than the basalt paleolatitude, but there ìs good
overlap of the 95% confidence ìntervals (Figure 7).
t
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In core 16, two adjacent specimens (16-2-89 and 93)
had NRM ìntensì tìes more than two orders of magnitude
greater than those of the adjacent specimens. I interpret
this sharp intensì ty change as probably indicating an
ash layer which ìs not vìsible. The coercìvity of these
two specìmens (Appendix iV) reveals that over 80% of the
total NRM was contaìned ìn a narrow coercìvìty band between
160 and 180 oersteds. One explana tìon for this unusually
coherent coercìvì ty distribution ìs that the remanance ìs
contaìned ìn the partìcles of a very well sorted ash layer
where all the magnetìc graìns are of the same sìze and
mìneralogy.
Sìte 217:
The entire section at Sìte 217 is calcareous and weakly
magnetìzed. Very few specìmens show a hìgh degree of
stabilìty, and none of the paleolatìtudes ìs consìdered to
be of high qualìty. The paleolatì tudes for zones N-5 and
P-l are based on only four samples out of much larger data J
:l:
sets whìch show generally poor stabìlìty. They are considered
unrelìable. The paleolatì tudes for zones P-21 and P-11-12
are based on weakly magnetized materìal, and eì ther may be
ìn error. However, the dìrections at both horì zons are based
only on specìmens oriented wì th respect to at least one other
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specìmen, and there is good correspondence between
adjacent specimens. Therefore, they are ìnterpreted as
probably relìable. As the paleolatitude from zone P-11-12
ìs based on only sìx samples, it ìs consìdered less
reliable than the one from P-2l. Most of the specimens
from zone P-4 have MDF i s ~ 100 oersteds. The dìrections
from back to back specimens are generally concordant,
but one pair of discordant directìons was observed. The
P~4 paleolatitude is also interpreted as probably reliable.
Paleomotion of the Nìnetyeast Ridge
The basalt paleolatitudes and the sediment paleolatitudes
are combined into one graph of the paleomotion for the
Nìnetyeast Rìdge ìn Figure 6. All the data shown in Figure 6
ìs "reduced" to si te 216 by assuming that there has been no
relatìve motìon between the sites on the ridge and applying
a correction to the paleolatì tudes equal to the present
lati tude difference between the sites. Thus, the graph
can be made applìcable to any point on the rìdge by the
addi tion of an offset equal to the present latitude
difference between that poìnt and site 216.
These paleolatìtudes indicate that the Ninetyeast Ridge
and, by implìcation, the Indian plate were movìng northward
FI GURE 6
Paleomotion of DSDP Site 216 based on paleolatitudes
from all the sites on the Ninetyeast Ridge. Boxes
indicate the 95% confidence intervals of each
paleolatitude and the best estimate of the
associated age. Crosses indicate basalt data;
solid circles indicate sediment data; and numbers
indicate the site. Only paleolatitudes based on
at least eight samples are plotted.
For sites other than 216, a correction equal to
the present latitude difference from Site 216 was
applied. Si te 215 data are not consistent with
those from the Ninetyeast Ridge sites and they
have been dotted in. The solid lines indicate
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rates of northward motion of India obtained by
weighted least squares linear regression. The
dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence region
for the position of site 216, assuming Student
t-statistics apply to the rates of motion. The
calculated rates are: 0-40 mybp, 5.2:!.8 crn/yr
(N = 6, through the origin) 7 and 40 - 70 mybp,
14. 9 :! 4. 5 cm/yr (N = 6) .
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wi th respect to the south pole at 14. 9 ~ 4.5 cm/yr from
70 to 40 mybp. At about 40 mybp the rate of the
northward flight slowed to 5.2 (+ .8) cm/yr. This slowìng
,was most likely a rapid but smooth decceleratìon, not the
abrupt change obtaìned by the linear regressìons ìn
Figure 6. Thìs slowìng of India roughly coincìdes w.ì th
the tìme of spreadìng r~organizatìon ìn the Indian Ocean
and the begìnnìng of the collision of the Indìan
subcontinent and Eurasìa (Molnar and Tapponnier, 1975).
The rates of absolute northward motion of Indìa
derìved from the paleomagnetic data are ìn excellent
agreement with the relatìve rate of closing between Asìa
and India calculated by Molnar and Tapponneir (1975).
Usìng the assumption that Eurasia had negligible absolute
motion, they calculated relatìve closìng rates of 10.0-18.4
cm/yr between Eurasìa and Indìa for the first time perìod
80-38 mybp. (The range of lìnear rates ìs due to the
dìfferent distances of parts of Indìa from the pole of
rotation.) After 38 mybp,theìr calculated rate is 4.5-6.4
cm/yr. This correlatìon between the rates of relative and
absolute motìon ìmplies that the pole of relative motion for
Eurasìa/Indìa and the pole of absolute motion for India were
nearly coìncident during thìs tìme. Implìci t ìn thìs
coincìdence ìs the conclusion that Indìa had no significant
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longì tudinal component of absolute motìon. Such a component
is undetectable by paleomagnetìc technìques. The
implication of coìncìdent poles ìs valid only to the
extent that the assumption of a nearly statìonary
Eurasia is correct. However, ì t ìs an important point to
which I shall return ìn the dìscussion of the origin of
the Ninetyeast Ridge.
The DSDP data can be co~pared to the Indìan
continental paleomagnetic data by correctìng for any
relative motion or rotatìon between the Ninetyeast Ridge
and the continental sites. Paleolatì tudes calculated from
the paleomagnetic pole posì tìons for the Deccan Traps
(llcElhinny# 1973; Molnar and Francheteau, 1975a) lie very
close to the best fì t lìne through the Ninetyeast Ridge data
(Figure 7). ~n the other hand, the lower Sìwalìk beds of
Miocene age indìcate a more southerly paleolatì tude (Wensink,
1972a,b) than the DSDP data yìeld. However, the Siwaliks
are in a tectonically complicated area .and there is some
doubt as to the validity of that pole for India (Hall, personal
communication, 1976).
The paleomagnetic data from Australia are extensive
and well -documen ted (McElhìnny et al., 1974). One can use
the Australìan paleomagnetic poles to predict the motion of
site 216 by removìng the relatìve motìon components (as
FIGURE 7
Estimates of the paleomotion of DSDP site 216
using different assumptions. The solid lines
indica te the rates determined in Figure 6. The
triangles show the positions of Site 216 assuming
that Antarctica has remained fixed and using the
India/Antarctica poles of relative motion from
Table 7. The crosses show the positions of the
site based on Australian paleomagnetic data and
using the poles of relative motion for India/
Antarctica and Australia/Antarctica from Table 7.
The size of the crosses indicate the accuracy of
the Australian data. The small dashed crosses
indicate ages where paleomagnetic poles were
inferred from the apparent polar wandering path
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for Australia (McElhinney et al., 1974). Also
shown are positions of site 216 based on three
paleomagnetic poles from the Deccan Traps (poles
11. 1 - 11.3, McElhinney, 1973; age 65 mybp,
Molnar and Francheteau, 1975b).
Note the discrepancy between the positions of
site 216 indicated by the Australian and indian
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estimated from magnetic anomalies), much as Sclater and
Fisher (1974) did in theìr reconstructìon maps. To do
thìs for a given age one rotates site 216 (India) back to
ì ts position relative to Antarctica , Antarctica (and Indìa)
back to ì ts position relatìve to Australia, and Australìa
(and Antarctìca and India) back to ì ts posi tìon rela tìve to
the south pole. Mathematìcally, this rotation is expressed
as
~( w + w
216 Ant Ant Aus




The results of such rotations for the ages correspondìng
to the Australian paleomagnetìc poles are plotted on Fìgure 7.
Note that the ìndìcated rate of motion for, Indìa 70 mybp ìs
the same as is ìndicated by the DSDP data, but the paleo-
la ti tudes disagree by 130 ~ Furthermore, using this me"thod
suggests that the northward motìon of India came to an abrupt
hal t at about 51 mybp before resuming again 17 millìon years
later at a rate approxìmately equal. to the measured rate.
The directly measured motìon of India (DSDP data) ìs less
complìcated.
The source of thìs discrepancy must lie eì ther ìn the
paleomagnetìc data or in the relative motìon estìmates for
India/Antarctica and Australìa/Antarctica. As both sets of
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paleomagnetìc data are self-consìstent and well defined, and
as the Australia/Antarctica motion seems relatively
straightforward (Weissel and Hayes, 1972), the logical place
to look for an error is in the more complicated Indian/
Antarctìc relatìve motion (Sclater and Fisher, 1974;
Schlich, 1975).
As a way of checking thìs possibility s I assumed that
the Antarctic plate has remained fixed with respect to the
South Pole, and then I calculated the paleomotion of site 216
by rotatìng India back to Australia using Sclater and Fisher1s
(1974) poles of rotation. The results (Figure 7) 'show good
agreement with the measured paleolatitudes, and, most
importantly, they do not show the break in motion which was
indìcated by using Australia as the reference point.
We are left in a quandry: the position of the Antarctic
plate as defined by its motìon with respect to India and the
absolute motion of India does not agree with its position
as defined by B1e motion of Antarctica with respect to
Australìa and the absolute motion of Australia. The scale of
the mismatch is demonstrated in Figures Sa and 8b. Here I
have assumed that all the errors in matching are the positions
of Antarètica, and ìts posi tìons are plotted wìth respect to
Indìa and to Australia for 34 ~ITBP and 51.5 MYBP. The match
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FIGURES 8a AND 8b
Reconstructions of the Indian Ocean for 34 and 51.5
mybp. The position of India and the DSDP sìtes
on the Ninetyeast Ridge relative to the South Pole
were computed from the paleomotion curve for Site
216 ìn Figure 6. The positions of Australia and
the remaining DSDP sì tes were computed from the
Australian paleomagnetic data (McElhinney et al. 1974).
Two positions are shown for Antarctica to demonstrate
the magnitude of the discrepancy noted ìn Figure 7. ;
1
"(
The solid outlines are the posìtions using the
Ninetyeast Ridge paleomagnetic data and the
relative motion poles from Table 7. The dashed .
outlines are the positions using the Australian
paleomagnetic data and the poles from Table 7.
The projections are Lambert equal area, centered





















































of the posì tìons is fairly close at 34 MYBP and it is
terrible at 51.5 MYBP. There are undoubtedly some errors
ìn the paleomagnetic data, but it is unlikely that these
could account for more than about 5° of mìsmatch.
More than one paleomagnetìc pole must be in error to
resolve the discrepancy, and the errors must all be in the
same direction. As all of the error occurs between 40 and
50 mybp and as the ìndica ted rates of paleomotìon prìor to
that time are the same for both data sets, ìt seems most
likely that the error lies ìn the estimates of the relatìve
motions of the three plates involved. Addì tional relative
motìon between India and Antarctica during this time would
nea tly resolve the dìscrepancy. However, the key magnetic
anomalìes are clearly identìfiable, and no reasonable
interpretatìon allows thìs simple solution to the problem.
Skewness of Magnetic Anomalìes
One potentìal means of checkìn.g on the DSDP paleo-
latì tutdes is to estimate the skewness of the magnetic
anomalies and then compute a lune of possible paleomagnetic
pole positions (Schouten and Cande, 1976). Implicit in
the use of thìs method for the Ninetyeast Ridge ìs the
assumption that there ìs a neglìgible difference ìn the
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ages and the orìgìnal latitudes between the Ninetyeast
Rìdge sites and the anomalies to the west on the Indian
plate. All the tracks used for picking the skewness of
anomalìes run nearly north/south, and the anomalies
strìke N95°E. The quantity of suì table tracks is low, and
the variabilì ty of the measured skewnesses is usually
10-20° and occassìonally more (see Appendìx V). Both of
these factors contribute to the wìdths of the lunes
plotted in fìgures 9-11.
The edge of the lune for anomalies 22-26 (Figure 9a)
intersects the small circles of possible pole positions
defined by the Ninetyeast Ridge paleomagnetic data, but the
width of the -lune is such that it provides no further
constraint on the paleolatitude.
There are two wide lunes for anomalies 25-33 (Figure 9b) .
The ìntersection of these 1 unes corresponds well with the
paleomagnetic data, but again the width of the lunes
precludes further constraint of the paleola ti tude. Further-
more, Sclater and Fìsher (1974) estima-ted an 8-90 left
lateral offset along the 86° fracture zone (which lies between
some of the anomalìes and the Ninetyeast Ridge), and no
allowance has been made for any offset ìn Figure 10.
FIGURE 9
Lunes of confidence for the possible positions of
paleomagnetic poles for the plates and ages shown,
calculated using the method of Cande (1976).
(a) Based on tracks CIRCE 5 A and B and VEMA 19 A
(see Figure 11 and Appendix V). e = 69.20 :t 13.4
(two standard deviations, N=13). The lune is
compared to the small circles of possible pole
positions defined by the paleomotion curve for
Si te 216 from Figure 6. The width of the small
circles is based only on the age range of the
anomalies for which the lune has been calculated.
The error range of the paleomagnetic data has
not been inc luded.
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(b) One lune based on tr~ck CIRCE 5 A.
e = 78.3 ° 1: 22.5 (N = 7) . Second lune based on
tracks GLOMAR CHALLENGER 22 and PIONEER B.
8=76.7°1:23.5 (N=9, dashed edge on far hemi-
sphere). The comparison with Site 216 is the
same as in (a), except that it is for a different
age range.
(c) Based on tracks ANTIPODE 12 A and B.
e = 69.5 ° 1: 17.5 (N = 10) . The lune is compared with
the small circles of possible pole positions
defined by the 95% confidence intervals of the
basalt paleolatitude for DSDP Site 213 (Table 1).
Also shown is the paleomagnetic pole for Barrington
volcano (51.5 mybp) (McElhinney et a1., 1974),
which is the Australian paleomagnetic pole nearest
in age to the anomalies in question.
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LUNES OF CONFIDENCE FOR PALEOLATITUDES
Plate Indian Plate
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To the east of the Ninetyeast Rìdge, the skewness
of anomalies 25-33 define another wìde lune. When
compared to the DSDP data for the Wharton Basin (Figure 9c),
the two estimates of paleopole posi tìons do not overlap.
As an addì tìonal point of comparison, the Australìan
paleomagnetìc pole of that age ìs plotted, and it lìes
between the two estìmates. This comparìson ìs weak
evidence contradìcting the suggestion that there may have
been left lateral motion between the Wharton Basìn and
Australìa sìnce the Cretaceous (Peìrce, ìn press, 1976).
As the data for each of these lunes comes from only
one limb of the spreading center, ther~ ìs no way of
estìmatìng any anomalous skewness. When a deskewed anomaly
has a different phase shìft angle, a, than the same anomaly
has when it is reduced to the pole (a = 00), the dif ference
ìs called anomalous skewness. Cande (1976) has found such
anomalous skewness ìn anomalies 27-32 in the southwest Pacific,
and he suggests that it ìs caused by geomagnetìc fìeld
behavìor. If thìs is the case, then the sìgn of the
skewness anomaly can be predicted ìf one knows the age
gradìent of the anomalies. In the cases cì ted here, the
presence of any anomalous skewness would move the lunes away
from the magnetic anomalies (towards the center of the fìgure)
\
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for those anomalies west of the Ninetyeast Ridge, and it
would move the 1 unes towards the anomalìes for those
east of the rìdge because the age gradient ìs opposì te
to that west of the rìdge.
Anomaly Identìfication
The dìscussion of Indian Ocean tectonics at the
beginning of thìs paper was based primarily on the
anomaly ìdentifica tions of Scla ter and Fisher (1974).
Deskewing the anomalìes removes the, distortions from
their shapes and makes them easier to identify. The
deskewed anomalies used for this study are plotted along
track in figure 10. The observed data are presented
ìn the same format by Sclater and Fisher (1974) for all the
tracks except PIONEER 1964. My identìfications of these
anomalies generally agree with those of Sclater and Fisher
(1974), and they confirm the overall pattern of spreading
rate changes postulated by them.
The PIONEER 1964 track confirms the previous tentative
ìdentification of anomaly 30 (Sclater and Fisher, 1974)
between 86°E and 90oE, and it clearly establishes the
existence of an 8-9 ° left lateral offset on the 86 °E fracture
zone for that age. Throughout all the profiles west of the
-:
FIGURE 10
Deskewed magn~tic anomalies in the east central
Indian Ocean, plotted perpendicular to track.
The straight lines are the approximate ship tracks.
Representative phaseshifts were chosen for each
data set: plots of several different phaseshìfts
and the original data are included ìn Appendix V.
Phaseshifts used: ANTIPODE 12 A, -650: ANTIPODE
12 B,-600: CIRCE 5 A, -750: CIRCE 5 B, -700:
GLOMAR CHALLENGER 22, -800~ PIONEER A and B, -800:
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Ninetyeast Rìdge, the tìme between anomalìes 24 and 30
is marked by poorly correlatable anomalìes. In the slìce
of crust between 86°E and 900E the record ìs by no means
straìghtforward, and ìt consìsts of basìcally one track.
Nevertheless, I agree wìth Sclater and Fìsher's (1974)
tentative ìdentìfication of anomaly 24 ~iere, primarìly
on the basis of ìts positìon with respect .to anomaly 30.
Furthermore, I tentatìvely identify anomaly 23 on the CIRCE
5 track just to the south (Fig. 10).
If these tentatìve identìfìcations are correct, then
the 11 ° of extra crust between 86°E and the ridge must lie
south of site 214. Unfortunately, only east-west tracks
cross this area. Scla ter et al. (1976) ìdentìfied
anomalies 18-22 in the area just north and west of sìte 253.
Al though I feel that these anomaly identifications were
made on extremely tenuous grounds, the possibìli ty exists
that between 11 ° and 22°S there is a captured portìon of
the Antarctìc plate. However, ìt ìs more lìkely, ìn my
opinion, that some of these tentatìve anomaly identifications
are wrong and that the 11 ° of extra crust has been broken up
ìnto small pieces by a series of small rìdge jumps.
To the east of the Ninetyeast Rìdge, the PIONEER 1964
data add coverage between the rìdge and 93°E. North of the
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Equa tor the anomalies seem clear and dìstinct. These
mìght be anomalies 18-20, but the track ìs short and
these ìdentifications should be regarded as very tenuous.
South of the Equator, the anomalies seem quite different
ìn character and they seem indistinct. Unfortunately, the
shìp was diverted for a station ìn the transition between
the two anomaly types.
Previous Ninetyeast Ridge Models and Their Predicted
Paleolati tudes
There are three models for the origin of the Ninetyeast
Rìdge which are compatible with the existing data. They
are, ìn chronological order, the hotspot model (Morgan,
1972a, 1972b), the migrating spreading center-transform
fault junction model (Sclater and Fìsher, 1974) 1 and the
two hotspot model (Rennick and Luyendyk, 1975 i Luyendyk
and Rennick, in press, 1976). Basically, the differences
are that the hotspot model predicts a fixed (or nearly
fìxed) paleolatì tude for the basement rocks along the
length of the ridge. The migrating spreading center-
transform junctìon model assumes that the position of the
spreadìng center is free to mìgrate ìn latitude (and longì tude)
to keep ìtself in a median position between India and
Antarctica. The two hotspot model assumes that the spreading
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center is free to migrate and that ìt ìs ìndependent of
the posi tìon of the Amsterdam-St. Paul (~ISP) and
Kerguelen (KER) hotspots. It considers the effects of
the pIa te boundary passing back and forth over this pair
of hotspots. The predìcted paleolatìtudes of each model
are dìscussed in detaìl below.
1. Mi gra ting spreading center-trans form j unction model.
According to the model developed by Scla ter and
Fìsher (1974) on the basìs of magnetic anomaly
reconstructions (Fìgures 2 and 3), sìte 217 formed at
about 55 Os some 80 mybp. As the spreading system moved
north site 216 was formed at about '40°8 about 57 mybp.
Around 58-63 mybp, when sìte 216 was near 300S, sìte 215
formed west of the Ninetyeast Rìdge near 40 oS, and sì te 213,
east of the ridge, formed near 30 oS. Shortly thereafter,
site 214 formed on the ridge near 35°S. Thus the
difference ìn the paleolatìtudes at the bottom of' holes 213
and 214 should ìndicate the length of the Nìnetyeast transform
faul t before the spreadìng center ìmmediately wes t of the
Nìnetyeast Ridge jumped or migrated 11 ° to the south at about
53 mybp. The combìnation of the southerly jump of the
spreading center and the southward motìon of the Antarctìc
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plate during the next few millìon years means that sìte 253
(age 46-51 mybp) must have formed near 450 S, further south
than either 214 O~ 216. Si te 254 (age 30-40 mybp) should
have formed still further south near 50 oS ìf the Sclater
and Fisher (1974) model were correct (Figure 8). A short-
çoming of thìs model was that one would expect some of
the excess volcanics to acc'umulate on the Antarctic plate
and form a "mirror image" ridge. At the time the model
was proposed no such rìdge was suggested (but see model 3
below) .
2. Hotspot model.
On the other handi if Morgan1s (1972a, 1972b) hypothesis
were correcti namely that the Nìnetyeast Ridge formed by a
deep seated hotspot fixed with respect to the Earth's spin
axis, then the DSDP site paleolatitudes from the Ninetyeast
Ridge should be all the same. If the hotspot were not
absolutely fixed, but instead had moved slowly (say 1 cm/yr)
with respect to the spin axìs, then the rìdge paleolatitudes
should show a slow steady change with age. Over a tìme span
of forty mìllìon years, 1 cm/yr of hotspot motion would
produce no more than 40 change in paleolatìtude. Thus, this
model predìcts that all the basement paleola ti tudes for sites
on the Ninetyeas t Rìdge should lìe near 4 00 S if the
Amsterdam-st. Paul hotspot formefr the rìdge, or near 500S
if the Kerguelen hotspot formed the ridge.
Thìs model, as originally presented, dìd not predict
any age relatìonshìp between the Ninetyeast Ridge and the
adjacent Indian plate to whìch it ìs attached. The results
of DSDP Legs 22 and 26 (von der Borch, Sclater et al.,
1974; Davies, Luyendyk et al., 1974) showed that the ridge
is of very nearly the same age as the ocean crust just to
the west. A further shortcoming is that it offers no
explanatìon for the curìous coincidence of the strìkes of
the Ninetyeast Ridge and of the Nìnetyeast Transform Fault.
This second poìnt is not ìnconsìstent wìth the hotspot
model, it ìs merely an unlìkely coincidence. Bowin (1973)
attempted to explain thìs suggested that the volcanic source
was not deep seated in the mantle but was ìn some way being
carrìed along wìth India, but at a slower rate.
3. Two hotspot model.
Luyendyk and Rennick (in press, 1976) and Rennìck and
Luyendyk (1975) favor a two hotspot model for the ori'gìn of
the ridge to overcome the shortcomings of the earlier ones.
The model considers the effects of a spreadìng system
migrating northwards towards the Kerguelen and Amsterdam/
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St. Paul hotspots, passìng over Kerguelen, then jumpìng
south of it when the 11 ° ridge jump occurred (Sclater
and Fisher, 1974), and finally passing northwards over it
once agaìn. It predìcts that basement formed near 4 a ° at
Sìt8S 216 and 217, and that it formed near 5aoS at
sìtes 253 and 254. The predicted paleolatitude of site 214
ìs ambiguous, between 4aoS 'and 5aoS, because the site may
have formed durìng the 11 ° ridge jump in theìr
ìn terpretatìon.
They showed that the Kerguelen-Gaussberg Ridge on the
Antarctic plate is the "mirror image" ridge to the Ninetyeast
Ridge if the Ninetyeast Ridge is assumed to be a hotspot
trace. Broken Ridge i now on the Australian plate, was once
part of the Kerguelen-Gaussberg complex. Thìs finding over-
comes the previous objection to the migrating spreading
center-transform junction model, but is requìres the
assumption of a contradictory model to do ì t! The two
hotspot model explains the age correlation between the
Nìnetyeast Ridge and the Indian plate because one or the
other hotspot ìs always near the spreading center. Luyendyk
and Rennìck (in press, 1976) explain the coincident strike of
the hotspot traces and the faul t by postulating that the
spreadìng pattern was constraìned to follow the line between
the two hotspots. Thìs presumed lìne of weakness has
the same strìke as those of the Nìnetyeast Rìdge and the
Ninetyeast Transform Fault.
The predicted paleolatìtudes are compared wì th the
measured basal paleola ti tudes in Figure 11. The only
model whìch fits the measured paleolatitudes ìs the
Kerguelen hotspot model. It ìs the only model whìch
predicts a paleolatitude near 500s for site 216. As the
basalt and sediment paleolatìtudes have 95% confìdence
ìntervals whìch lìe wholly south of 40 oS, thìs ìs strong
evidence ìn favor of the Kerguelen hotspot model. The
other basement paleolatitudes on the Ninetyeast Ridge also
lìe near 50os. Thus these data ìndicate that the volcanìc
source of the Nìnetyeast Ridge was fixed, or nearly fixed
in látì tude for 30-40 mìllion years.
Implìcatìons for the origin of the Ninetyeast Rìdge
The paleomagnetìc evìdence strongly supports the
hypothesìs that the Kerguelen hotspot was the source of the
r
Nìnetyeast Ridge. What other geologìc and geophysical
evìdence can be cì ted which ìs relevant to the fìxed
volcanìc source idea? In the dìscussìon below I wìll show
that none of the avaìlable geologìc and geophysìcal data
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contradìcts the hotspot model as it was origìnally proposed
by Morgan (1972a, 1972b). There is room for other
ìnterpretatìons, but ì t is thìs model which best satisfies
all of the available data.
A large number of authors have worked on the petrology
and the geochemistry of the Nìnetyeast Ridge rocks
(Hekinìan, 1974a, 1974b; Frey and Sung, 1974; Kempe, 1974;
Thompson et al., 1974; and Frey et al., in press, 1976).
At the three sìtes with sìgnificant basalt recovery (214,
216 and 254), the basalts were generally enriched with large
ìon lithophile elements such as Ba, K, Hf, Sr and Zr. They
also showed a negative slope ìn the rare earth pattern,
indicating enrichment oÍ the lighter rare earths (Frey and
Sung, 1974; Fleet and Kempe, 1974), although this pattern
was not universal (Frey et al., in press, 1976). The overall
suìte of rock types ìndicated a similarity between the
petrogenic process es under, oceanic ìslands and a dissimilarity
wi th "normal" mid-ocean ridge processes (Frey and Sung,
1974), indicating an affinìty with the rocks from other
hypothesì zed hotspot traces.
Because the Ninetyeast Ridge has a free aìr gravì ty
anomaly near zero and no major flanking faults to the west,
Bowin (1973) argued that the rìdge has always been nearly
FIGURE 11
Comparison o~ the measured and predictea basal
paleolatitudes at the DSDP sìtes on the Nìnetyeast
Ridge. The measured paleolatìtudes and 95%
confidence intervals (Tables 1 and 6) are shown
by the stars and error bars. No basement paleo-
latitude'is avaìlable for Site 217. The paleo-
latìtudes predicted by various models dìscussed
in the text are shown by the indicated symbols.
Note that all the basal p~leolatìtudes lìe near
500S and that only the Kerguelen hotspot model
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in isostatìc equìlibrium. In order to accomplìsh thìs
and to provìde the 7-8 km/sec materìal detected by
seismìc refractìon (Francìs and Raitt, 1967), he proposed
that a mìxture of gabbro and serpentini zed perìdotì te
was emplaced at depth at the same tìme the volcanìc pìle
was beìng built near sea level. Such high velocity rocks
could provìde both the ~sostatìc compensatìon requìred by
the gravì ty data and the observed uplìft. He favored a
modìfìcatìon of Morgan's (1972a, 1972b) hotspot model as
the mechanìsm to accomplish thìs emplacement.
Much of the geology, paleontology, and palynology of \
the Ninetyeast Rìdge ìndicates that ìt was once near or
above sea level, as discussed above. As the topography
of the rìdge roughly follows the shape of the age-depth
curve (Sclater et al., 1971) for oceanic basins, ìt ìs
reasonable to suppose that the basement at the Nìnetyeast





spreadìng center. If the Ninetyeast Rìdge ìs a hotspot trace
and ìf ì t ìs slìgh tly younger than the Indìan plate to the
west, then there should be no "mìrror ìmage II rìdge on the
Antarctìc plate, unless there are two hotspots, as proposed
by Luyendyk and Rennìck (in press, 1976). On the other hand,
if it is. exactly the same age as the Indìan plate, that
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ind.icates .that it formed at the Indian-,Antarctic platE
boundary!, and there should be a 'Compl,imentary ridge 'On
the .Atarctic plate,. 'TE availabìe caatacannnt resolve
itis age question,.
Luyendykand Rennic:k(in press, :1976) .showed .tha.ta
"'mirror ìmage'" ridge do:es -exist,. 'They:did :reconstructions
(Of the Inai'~ll :Dcean using :marine :magneti:c aIDmal:ies and 'the
Australian pale'Omagnet.ic nata ìn a :mner ve .siTIar to
tlt 'Of Sclater and Fisher '(1:9 7-4) ~ 'Tey assumed tlæ:t tie
lJnetyea:stRidge was a hotspot trace" ana .thare£ore they
con:strained the longitude 'Of their reconstru:ctions to
keep the .Arste:dam-.s.t~ :Paul hotspot unde.r 'the Ninetyeast
tiiìge until 53 m~y~:B,.:P~' Because tiie 'trace Dftle ~etyeast
JR:òge c.an be appll:x:iteiì by an \Bu.atDrial pol.e (Df ILcütatlDn,
a corollary to this asm:imptioTI is t:at India has
eXP:eri'eTcea. no absDlute lnn gi tIidina rotat.iDn ~ 'The :mst.
.:ortant result (Of the.ir w.or:k 'Wa.s mat .tley demoTIstrateat.hat
ite IKerguelen-:Gaus.sbergjJrDken RidgecDmple: :fDrms a nDtspot
trace (On the Antactic plate frDm 'the :IZerguelæm nDtspDt~
'Tese two features \wer.e sUbsequently ri.fted apart £hir.:ngthe
rlBrg.azation of sp:reaBing .i t:e Indian iDe-ean .:a:txGut 4::
:i~y ~:B~P. As nODe o:f the.ir assuiiapti.ons :cn:train the lTO'tiDn
of 1::he .Atarcticc plate r,elati.v.ero the. lKe:gu.el-.en n:otspot.,
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to the Indian Ocean hotspots ìf they all created the
hotspot traces usually ascribed to them (Molnar and
Francheteau, 1975a). Relatìve motions up to 2 cm/yr are
required to satisfy all of the available constraints.
Thus the weight of evidence strongly supports the
concept that the Ninetyeast Ridge is the volcanic trace
of the Kerguelen hotspot which is fixed with respect to
latitude. However, an apparent contradìctìon exìsts in
the arguments presented above. The volcanic source of the
rìdge was nearly fixed in latitude, and yet it appears to
have remained under the Indian-Antarctic spreading center
from the inì tial rifting of India and the Antarctic until
spreading reorganized in the central Indìan Ocean about
40 m.y.B.P. Consìdering that the measured spreading rates
during that tìme (up to 12.0 cm/yr one limb rate, Sclater
and Fisher, 1974) are among the highest ever observed, it
seems to be an artificial constraint to suggest that the
spreading center did not migrate quite. freely with respect l
to latitude. This implies that the spreading center, if it
were spreading symmetrìcally, must have been migrating
northwards with respect to the south pole at 12 cm/yr + any
. '
motion of Antarctica wìth respect to the South Pole.
In his discussion of the hotspot hypothesis Morgan
(1972a) suggests that if one plate of a rìfting two plate
system were fixed by forces external to those causìng the
rìftìng, a hotspot under the spreading center might cause
asymmetrìc spreadìng. I suggest that the Kerguelen hotspot
has caused asymmetrìc accretìon (symmetrìc spreadìng wìth
repea ted spreading center jumps in the same dìrection
(see Hey (1975) and Hey et al. (ìn press, 1976)) in the
Indìan Ocean, and furthermore that this asymmetric accretìon
was, at least in part, the cause of the extreme length of
the Ninetyeast Transform Fault.
There is no relevant paleomagnetic data from East
Antarctìca, but there are several poles of Cretaceous and
Lower Tertiary age from West Antarctìca and from Australia
(McElhinny, 1973) which suggest that Antarctica was ìndeed
moving very lì ttle with respect to the spin axìs of the
earth durìng the period from the middle Cretaceous to the
Paleocene (also see Fìgure 3 and Luyendyk and Rennick
(ìn press, 1976), figure 8d). Perhaps the geometry of
other plate motìons held the Antarctìc nearly fìxed ìn much
the same manner as ìt appears to be today. Thus ìf the
Ninetyeast Ridge ìs a ho"tspot trace we might expect to fìnd
asymmetrìc spreading or asymmetric accretìon between the
Indian and Antarctìc plates for the reasons suggested by
Morgan (1972a). Sclater and Fìsher (1974) have documented
an 110 southerly jump of the spreading center at the
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southwestern end of the Ninetyeast Ridge. There is a
data gap through the region of the jump, and the
equivalent anomalies on the Antarctìc plate have not
yet been described, so the exact nature of the jump ìs
unknown. Its exis tence cannot be doubted, however,
as anomalies 27-30 are offset 8-9 ° left laterally and the
anomalies younger than anomaly 15 are offset 2-3° right
laterally along the same fracture zone. Thìs jump may have
occurred as a series of small jumps or as one large jump,
but the net effect was to cause asymmetrìc accretion with
the Indian plate growing much fas ter than the Antarctic
plate between the 86°E fracture zone and the Ninetyeast
Ridge. It is possible that the Antarctic plate did not
grow at all during the time of the jumping and that the
ìntegrated effect of this asymmetric accretion process was
entirely one sided. This jumping must have predated the
reorganizatìon of spreading south of the Ninetyeast Ridge
as the crust involved is bounded by th~ north striking 86 °E
and 900E transform faults. Thus it cannot have been caused
by the westward migration of the spreading pa ttern which
separated Australia from Antarctica (Bowin, 1974).
A very simìlar process has been documented for a small
section of crust south of Australia (Weissel and Hayes, 1972).
There the spreadìng seems to be truly asymmetrìc, at
least wi thìn the resolution of the data. Even though
there ìs no direct evìdence of a hotspot in thìs area,
Hayes (1976) has used a very simìlar model to mine to
explain the asymmetric spreadìng and the scale of the
asymmetry, both ìn tìme and ìn space. He points out
that the asymmetry occurs only along a short sectìon
(200 km) of the spreading rìdge. Thìs ìndìcates that ìf a
hotspot causes such asymmetry, ì ts effect ìs local ìn scope
and it apparently cannot upset the overall symmetry of the
en tìre plate boundary.
Part of the Galapagos spreading system also behaves
simìlarly. Hey et al. (ìn prep., 1976) showed that the
Galapagos volcanic source was fìxed wì th respect to Hawaiì.
They also showed that one part of the Galapagos spreadìng
system has been spreadìng symmetrìcally but accretìng
asymmetr ìcally. The spreadìng process ì tself has been
symmetric and contìnuous, but the rìdge has jumped south
towards the hotspot at dìscrete times, makìng the accretìon
process discontinuous and asymmetrìc.
There ìs no a prìorì reason why the absolute motìon
vector of a plate should coìncìde with ìts relatìve rotatìon
vector wìth respect to some other 
plate . Neither ìs ther.e
any reason why they should not coìncìde. If the Nìnetyeast
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Ridge is indeed a hotspot trace 1 then its strìke parallel
to the Ninetyeast Transform Fault implies that the
absolute rotation vector of India and the relative
motion vector for Antarctica/India were nearly coincident.
As mentioned above, Molnar and Tapponnier' s (1975) analysis
of the relative motìon of Eurasia/India agrees well with
the foregoing analysis of India's northward motion. This is
independent circumstantial evìdence supporting the
possibility of coincident absolute and relative motion
vectors.
The paleomagnetic data presented in the beginning of
this paper suggested that the Ninetyeast Ridge might be a
hotspot trace. The foregoing discussion has shown that
there is no other data in conflict with this hypothesis and,
indeed, the hypothesis predicts some of the unusual geometric
relationships observed. Two hotspots are not needed to




explain the presence of both the Ninetyeast Ridge and the
accepts the paleomagnetic evidence for an essentially
stationary Antarctic plate and the causal relationship




Paleomagnetic data have been presented for several
si tes on and near the Ninetyeast Ridge. These data, .
combined wì th previously publìshed data, ìndica te that the
Indian plate moved northwards with respect to the south
pole at a rate of 14.9 + 4.5 cmjyr between 70 and 40 mybp.
Near 40 mybp, presumably in response to the closing of the
Tethys, the rate slowed to 5.2 + .8 cmjyr from then untìl
the present.
Furthermore, these data show that the volcanic source
of the Ninetyeast Ridge has remaìned essentially fixed in
lati tude near 500 S, supporting the hypothesis that the rìdge
is the trace of the Kerguelen hotspot on the Indian plate
(Morgan, 1972a, 1972b). Note, however, that nothìng can be
saìd about any possible longitudinal motìon of the hotspot.
The paleontology, palynology and subsidence history of the
drìlled sectìons ìndìcate that the ridge was formed at or
near sea level in hìgh southern latì tudes. The petrology
of the basalts ìs generally, but not always, more sìmilar to
oceanic ìsland rock suìtes than ìt ìs to "typical II mid-ocean
rìdge rock suì tes.
The exìstence of a "mirror ìmagell rìdge on the
Antarctìc plate ìndicates that the volcanìc source must
have remaìned very near to the Indian-Antarctic plate boundary.
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Thìs ìmplcation, together wì th the fìxed latitude
constraint, implies a causal relatìonship between the
posì tions of the hotspot and the plate boundary. It ìs
suggested that Antarctica was held relatively fìxed by
forces external to those controlling the Indian-
Antarctic separation, and that, as a resul t, the hotspot
caused asymmetric accretion of crust between 86°E and 900E
near the southern end of the Ninetyeast Ridge in a manner
sìmilar to that 'predicted by Morgan (1972a) in hìs original
discussion of the hotspot hypothesis. A similar process has
been observed south of Australia (Weissel and Hayes, 1972¡
Hayes, 1976). The existence of such asymmetric accretion
near the Ninetyeast Ridge is postulated on the basis of an
inferred 11 ° southerly migration or jump of the spreading
center at the southwest end of the ridge. This probably
occurred between anomalies 23 and 15 (55-38 mybp) .
In addition, several north-south tracks of magnetic
anomalies were deskewed to estimate the position of the
paleomagnetic poles as a check against the DSDP data.
Unfortunately, the paucity of tracks and the varìabili ty
of the skewnesses of the anomalies combined to make the
lunes of possible pole positions too wide to provide any
addi tional paleola ti tude constraints. However, they did
confìrm the overall pattern of prevìous anomaly identifications
and spreadìngrate changes (Sclater and Fisher, 1974).
Two reconstructions are presented to demonstrate
the ìncompa tìbìli ty of the Indian plate and Australian
plate paleomagnetìc data sets when they are used ìn
conjunction with the estimates of the relatìve motìons
of Indìa/Antarctica and Australìa/Antarctica to predict
the position of Antarctica. At present, there is no.









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Apparent Cooling Units, DSDP Site 213
Unit # Top Bo t tom Nl I S. D. 2 Comments
1 17-1-109 17-2-005 0 Weathered basalt
and glass, not
sampled.




3 17-2-091 17-2-130 2/2 - 36. 7 4.5 Same as unit 2





5 17-3-070 17-cc 4/4 -24.6 2.5 Wea thered basalt




6 18-1-100 18-2-005 2/2 - 20.5 3.3 Partially weath-
ered basalt
7 18- 2-0 05 18-2-055 0 Zone. of alteration
and glass; not
sampled






9 18-3-005 18-3-033 2/2 -34.6 .6 \\Teathered basalt






Unit # Top Bottom Nl I 2 CommentsS. D.
11 18-3-072 18-3-101 3/3 -28.7 3.4 Wea ther~d glass
over partially
weathered basalt
12 18-3-101 18-3-142 2/2 -23.1 1.2 Weathered basalt
and glass overpartially
wea thered basal t
13 18-3-142 19-1-135 0 Weathered basalt
and glass over
coarse graìned
basal t (125 cm i
void) ; not
sampled





15 19-2-010 19- 2- 15 0 2/2 - 26.1 .8 Glass over a
vesicular zone
over coarse grained
basal t. One shor t
piece apparently
inverted.
Units 2-3, 4, 5-6, 8, 9-10, 11, 12-15 are interpreted as
being independent.
1. N as in Table 1.
2. Standard deviatìon of ìnclìnations.
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Table III
Apparent Cooling Units, DSDP Si te 214
Unit # Top Bo t tom Nl I S. D. 2 Commen ts
1 48-1-000 48-2-:010 4/4 +55.2 2.4 Fine grained over
medium grainedbasalt
2 48-2-010 48-cc 6i6 +56.5 1. 0 Vesicular over fine
grained basalt
3 49:' top 51-1-120 6/6 +57 . 1 2.0 Fine grained basalt
with chilled bottom
4 51-1-120 53-1-010 0 Li gni te and wea th-
ered lapilli tuff i
too friable to
sample
5 53-1-010 53-1-150 1 -68.0 Fine grained, glassy
basal t over coarser
grained basalt
6 53-2-020 53-cc 0 Basal tic sand anddebris i not
sampled
7 54-1-035 54-2-140 10/10 +71.5 3.5 Coarse amygdalar
basal t over very
coarse gr ained
bas al t
8 54-2-140 54-3-056 1 -70.0 Vesicular over
amygdalar basalt




10 54-3-134 54-cc 1 +49.1 Vesicular over
amygdalar basalt
1. N as in Table I.
2. Standard deviation of inclinations.
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Table III (continued)
Unìts 1-3, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are interpreted as beìng
ìndependen t.
Hekìnìan (1974a) describes cores 48-51 as an "ìnterrnediate




Apparent Cooling Units, DSDP Site 215
Unit # Top Bottom Nl i S. D. 2 Comments






chalks ¡ not sampled.




18- 2-0 55, 068, 140.











s tone) , 20-3-042,
100, 20-4-013, 040,
060.
Uni t 1 may be part of Uni t 2. Unit 3 distinguished from
uni ts 2 and 4 on the basis of polari ty. The three independent
uni ts are ìnterpreted as three sets of pillow structures.
1. N as in Table I.
2. Standard deviation of inclinations.
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Table V
Apparent Cooling Units, DSDP Sìte 216
Unit # Top Bottom Nl I S . D. 2
1 36- 3-115 36-3-150 0 Amygdalar basál t;
separated from
unit 2 by 10 cm of
sediment.
2 36-4-110 36- 4-0 40 3/3 +66 . 2 4.9 Amygdalar basal t.
3 36-4-040 36-4-130 2/2 +67 .0 6.6 Coarse graìned
tuf f .
4 36-4-130 37-3-100 10/10 +70.8 1.9 Oxidi zed, pale red
scoriaceous zone
over fìne graìnedbasalt.
5 37-3-100 38-2-030 12/12 +71. 3 2.3 Oxidi zed, pale
red vesicular zone
over fine grainedbasalt; two al ter-
a tion zon e s at
37-4-100-150 and
38-1-30-50.
6 38-2-030 38-3-040 6/6 +66.5 2.0 Alteration zone with
chlori te veins overfresh fine grained
basal t. Disting-
uished from unit 5
on the basis of .:
magnetic inclin-
a tions.
7 38-3-040 38-4-012 5/5 +71.0 1. 1 Oxidi zed, pale red
scoriaceous zone
over vesicular
basal t over fine
grained basalt.
8 38-4-012 38-4-085 4/4 +62. 7 4.7 Vesìcular basalt
over amygdalarbasal t over vesìc-
ular basalt (cc) .
Uni ts 2-3, 4-5, 6, 7, 8 are interpreted as independent.
1. N as ìn Table 1.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Poles of Relative Rotatìon
INDIA/ANTARCTICA AUSTRALIA/ANTARCTICA
Time Lat. Lon. Ang le Tìme Lat. Lon. Angle
0-32 4.9 36.4 18.3 0-32 4.9 36.4 18.332-34 -16.0 27.4 1.28 32-34 -17.2 51.5 1.210-34 3.66 35.62 19.49 0-34 3.43 37.07 19.3932-36 -16.00 27.4 2.56 3'2 - 3 6 -17.2 51.5 2.430-36 2.56 34 .93 20.68 0-36 2.11 37.67 20.532-40 -16.0 27.4 5.11 36-40 -20.6 42.7 2.830-40 .72 33.78 23.10 0-40 - .67 37. 76 23.13
40- 51. 5 -16.0 27.4 11.76 36-51.5 -20.6 42.7 11.290-51.5
- 4.45 30.56 34 .48 0-51.5 - 6.19 37.93 31.1940-53
-16.0 27.4 13.29 36-53 -20.6 42.7 12.380-53 - 4.88 30.28 35.98 0-53 - 6.70 37.94 32.2453-62.5 4.0 357.0 12.430-62.5 - .10 22.82 46.7562.5:-64 4.0 357.0 3.170-64 .80 21.42 49.6164-66.5 -2.0 8.0 7.270-66.5 1 .2J. 19.65 56.7066.5-80
-2.0 8.0 17.910-80 1.9 16.63 74.30
SOUTH POLE/INDIA
Time Lat. Lon. Angle,
0-34 1.32 1.92 -18.36
0-36 .62 6.74 -19.59
0-40 1.83 11.40 -19.630-51.5 2.80 25.54 -23.25
0-53 2.81 26.15 -24.290-62.5 6.31 24.21 -38.54
0-64 6.74 23.58 -41.990-66.5 5.96 22.84 -49.73






Time Lat. Lon. Angle
0-5 0 356.3 - 3.4 composi te pole
0- 1 7 .5 0 336.0 -10.6 composi te pole
0-22.5 0 20.9 -12.6 compos i te pole
0-30 0 2.4 - 21.1 composi te pole
0-34 0 5.5 -18.9 Li verpool volc.
0-36 0 9.1 -19.0 inferred
0-40 0 15.8 -19.1 inferred
0-51.5 0 35.6 -19.5 Barrington vol.
0-53 0 36.7 - 20.1 inferred
0- 62.5 0 43.4 -23.7 inferred
0-64 0 44.5 -24.4 inferred
0-66.5 0 46.3 -25.4 inferred
0-80 0 53.0 -29.5 inferred
Notes to Table VII.
Australia and India are assumed to be one plate from
0-32 mybp, and the rotation pole from Sclater and Fisher (1974)
is used. India/Antarctica poles are taken from Sclater and
Fisher (1974) with adjustments in the rate of opening to match
the observed changes in spreading rate. Australia/Antarctica
poles are taken from Weissel and Hayes (1972) except that the
ages have been changed to conform to the Sclater et al. (1974)
time scale.
The South Pole/Australia poles have been calculated from
the paleomagnetic poles for Australia given by McElhinny et al.
(1974). Inferred poles have been estimated from the apparent
polar wandering curve in that paper. The South Pole/India
poles have been calculated from the two relative motion poles
and the South Pole/Australia poles. See text for method of
calcula tion.
These poles have been used to calculate the paleolati tude
of site 216 with respect to the Australian paleomagnetìc data
and with respect to a fixed Antarctìca (Figure 7).
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1 2 3Unit Spe cimen Fìeld Incl. Decl. MDF Comments
Sìte 213
2 17-2-029 150 - 39. 8 288
17-2-036 200 (-34.0) 88 Reversed on demag ¡
unstable
17-2-048 200 -42.8 376 Pilot




3 17-2-102 100 -33.5 330
17-2-127 150 -39.9 291
4 17-2-132 200 +37.1 174.01 139 Pìlot
17-2-136 100 +27.3 211.6 ?200 pìlot¡ unstable
intensity at 400 oe.
17-3-013 100 +33.8 76.01 307
17-3-019 400 +36. 0 55.7 287 Reversed on demag.
17-3-047 400 (+48.3) 148 Reversed on dernag . ¡
unstable
17-3-063 200 +44.3 560 Pilot
5 17-3-102 150 - 21.5 264
17-3-114 400 -23.6 264.41 ?800 Pilot ¡ reversed on demag.
17-3-117 150 -26.4 262.4 400 Pilot
17-3-123 200 -26.7 287
6 18-1-129 100 -22.8 170.41 274 Pilot
18-1-142 100 -18.2 154.3 240 Pilot
8 18-2-026 150 +40 . 1 257.3J 333
18-2-032 150 +36.1 257.3 (425 )18-2-075 100 +35.2 400
18-2-119 200 +28.9 573 Pìlot
18-2-137 150 +37.4 ?800
18-3-003 100 +36.4 583
9 18-3-008 200 -34.2 293. 71 246 Pìlot





Unit Specimen Field Inc1. De c 1 . MDF Commen ts
Site 215 (cont. )
4 20-1-097 150 -53.6 59.21 (275) 097 and 099 directions
barely concordant
20-1-099 150 -78.4 50.2 (300)
20-1-121 100 (+80.2) (320.0)1 775 Pilot; 121 and 135directions discordant
20-1-135 200 (-74.7) (222.4) 300 Pilot
20-2-013 150 -76.2 )-)-200
20-2-092 200 - 81.2 176
20-2-102 150 -79.3 161.61 )-)-200 102 and 108 directionsbare ly concordant
20-2-108 150 -54.6 198.4 )-)-200
20-2-120 150 +79.3 )-)- 2 0 0 Long piece of core
probab ly was inverted
during
handling
20- 3-056 200 -82.1 130.4 (300) 056 and 064 dire ctions
barely concordant
20-3-064 150 -70.5 171. 9 (250)
20- 3-0 76 200 -'77 . 0 )-)-200
20-3-138 200 -61.5 (250)
20-4-002 200 -74.0 171
20-4-015 50 (-60.1) (62.9)1 92 pi lot; 015 and 022dire ctions discordant
20-4-022 150 (-80.8) (309.8) 249 Pilot
20-4-094 150 -75.7 (250)
:'1
Site 216 ¡,
2 36-4-022 150 +71.9 219 .1 (300) . t
36-4-026 150 +63 . 7 221.2 426 Pilot
36-4-028 150 +63 .0 217.0 (250 )
3 36-4-093 150 +62 . 3 222 Pilot; tuff
36-4-109 100 +71. 7 193 Tuff
4 37-1-084 400 +71. 8 557 pilot
37-1-119 150 +70.4 143. 7 (425)
37-1-122 150 +72.9 141.2 (425)
37-2-005 150 +71. 3 280.9 379 Pilot
37-2-017 150 +69 .6 285.4 305 Pilot
37-2-103 100 +69.8 115 Pilot; al tera tion
zone
37-3-043 150 +67 .6 292.8 I 94
37-3-046 200 +68.9 290.1 122
37-3-070 100 +72.1 59.2 I 147
37-3-079 150 +73.6 40.8 96
239
Appendix I (con tìnued)
Unit Specimen Field Inc1. De c1. MDF Corrents
Site 216 (cont. )
5 37-3-113 150 +67 .2 100.51 (250)37-3-121 200 +74.8 102.9 (350)37-4-054 200 +73.5 140.61 (250)37-4-059 200 +73.2 149 .3 (2 5 0 )37-4-099 200 +72.3 228.9 319 Pìlot
37-4-104 150 +68.5 217 .4 345 Pilot; alteration
zone
37-4-106 150 +71.7 235.0, 349 Pilot; alteration
zone37-4-142 100 +68.8 (250)38-1-058 150 +71.9 140.81 (250)38-1-060 200 +73.1 137.7 (275)38-1-100 150 +70.0 146.91 (450)38-1-102 150 +70.5 146.6 (475)
6 38-2-032 200 +68.6 617
38-2-131 200 +67.8 289.0 I 279 Pilot
38-2-134 100 +6 7 . 9 284.5 273 pilot
38-3-031 200 +66.4 162.9 (425)38-3-037 150 +64.0 163.7 (425)38-3-040 150 +64. 3 169 .9 176
7 38-3-047 150 +72.6 239.51 (450)38-3-054 100 +69 .8 258.2 555 pilot
38-3-133 100 +71. 6 256.3 I 557 pìlot
38-3-145 100 +70.7 256.8 554 Pilot
38-3-147 200 +70.1 257.8 (500)
8 38-4-030 150 +67.3 266.61 756 Pìlot
38-4-032 100 +68 .5 258.9 778 Pilot
38-4-054 200 +56. 7 308.81 475
38-4-056 200 +58.1 306.9 450
Appendix I notes:
1) The most stable cleaned directions are listed for all
samples. Directions given in parentheses were not
used in paleolatitude calculations for the reasons
discussed in the text.
2) Declinations are fiducial only, and they do not
indicate "true" declination. Declinations are given
only for those specimens which were drilled from one
coherent piece of core. The vertical bar denotes
which specimens came from one piece.
3) HDF is median destructive field, the field at which the
NRM intensity is reduced by 50%. MDF's given in





Stereonet Plots and Alternating Field Demagnetization Curves
for Representative Basalt Pilot Specimens
Semi-logari thmic plots of progressive alternating field cleaning
are given for twenty-six pilot basalt specimens. Normlized intensity
is plotted on the vertical axis and peak field strength (RMS) is
plotted in the horizontal axis. Single measurements are indicated by
a cross; replicate measurements are indicated by a vertical bar.
The directions observed after each cleaning step are plotted on
an equal area stereonet. Where the points are tightly grouped an .ex-
panded scale is used and overlapping points are often omitted for
clari ty. Solid symols and lines indicate the lower hemisphere (+
inclination) and open symbols and dashed lines indicate the upper
hemisphere (- inclination). Symols used: NRM - hexagon; 50 Oersted _
small circle (often omitted); 100 Oe - square; 200 Oe - triangle;
400 Oe - diamond, 800 Oe - large circle ; and 1200 Oe - star.
Note that many specimens were subsampled from an intact piece of
drill core. Relative declinations were preserved between such specimens.
Data for the following specimens are plotted:
i. 213-17-3-063 Unit 4213-17-3-114 and 117 Unit 5
2. 213-18-2-119 Unit 8
213- 18- 3- 008 Unit 9
3. 214-48-1-142 and 145 ~nit 1
4. 214-54-3-060 and 068 Unit 9
5. 215-18-1-056 Unit 2
215-18-1-079 Unit 2
6. 215-19-1-040 and 042 Unit 3
7. 215-20-1-121 and 135 Unit 4
8. 216-36-4-026 Unit 2
216-36-4-093 Unit 3
9. 216-37-1-084 Top, unit 4
216-37-2-005 and 017 Uni t 4
216-37-2-103 Local a1 tera tion, unit 4
10. 216-37-4-99, 104, and 106 Unit 5
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1 2 3Sìte Age Specìmen Field Incl. DecL. Caroen ts
214 57-60 44-1-014 100 (+1.2) (255.4) 014, 018 and 021directions
discordant44-1-018 100 (+60.8) (1.5)44-1-021 100 (+49.1) (16.0)44-1-071 No cleaned
dìrection44';1-086 200 +44.8 211.51 Pìlot44-1-090 100 +46.1 219.2
1 x 10-644-1-103 100 ( - 20 .2) -(44-1-126 100 +45.4 274.744-1-129 100 +37.6 264.644-1-132 100 (-11.5) (183.1) Dì scordantdirection46-3-014 100 +50.546-3-073 No cleaned
dì re c ti on46-3-092 100 (+8.4) Pilot; K 1 x 10-646-3-098 100 (+77.5) -( 1 x 10-6
215 57-58 15-4-104 100 -57.3
15-4-114 100 -68.0
15-5-045 100 -55.9
15-5-095 150 -56.0 Pìlot
15-5- 114 200 (+46.7) Pìlot; reversed on
demag. ; -( 1 x 10-615-5-133 No cleaned directìon
15-5- 139 No cleaned directìon16-1-091 150 +66.9
16-1-098 150 +52.4
16-1-106 150 +47 .5
16--1-109 150 +42.8
16-1-117 150 - 35.1
16-1-120 150 (-63.8) Pi lot; -( 1 x 10-616-1-126 200 +58 .9 Pìlo"t16-1-128 150 +75.8
16-1-131 150 +67.1
255
Appendix III ( continued)
Site Age Specimen Fìeld Inc 1 . De c 1 . Comments
215 57-58 16-4-028 150 +56.4
( con. ) 16-4-128 150 +54.9 280.516-4-131 150 (+25.5) 29.3 Anomalous direction
unrelated to 128
16-5-011 150 +57. 2
16-5-051 150 +51.5
16-5-057 150 +58.3








16-5-125 150 +55. 3
16-5- 128 200 +63 . 3 Pilot
16-5-138 150 +60.3
16-4-140 200 +67 .4 P ì lot
216 22-30 9-1-040 120 (0.0) (322.4) 040, 045 L 6 and 051




9-1-045 170 (-1.0) (314.0)
9-1-051 120 (-0.5) (303.3)
9-1-085 120 (-8.3) (220.8)1 085,. 09 1 and 104
9-1-091 170 (~54.0) (226.5) discordant and
9-1-104 120 (-5.6) (280.7) -: 1 x 10-6
9-2- 062 120 +19.3
9-2-084 120 + 15 .3 297.2
9-2-089 120 + 14.3 295.9
9-2-093 120 + 12 . 3 294. 7
9-2-101 120 + 14.8 293.5
9-2-107 120 + 15 .3 295.6 10-610-1-086 120 (+51.7) (355.8)1 Pilot; -: 1 x
10-1-091 120 -17.0 81. 3 Pilot
10-1-130 120 -26.9 211.9 130 and 135directions
concordant;
-: 1 x 10-6




Site Age Specimen Field Incl. Dec1. Comme"n ts
216 65-68 36-1-042 100 +65.9 118.8
(con. ) 36-1-046 100 +54 .9 123.736-1-054 100 +64 . 9 141.1 I
36-1-060 100 +51.8 152.5
36-1-122 150 +60 .4 294. 8 I
36-1-128 150 +58. 8 317 . 0
36-1-136 200 +77.3 242.1 I pi lot
36-1-144 200 +75.0 224.0 pilot
36-2-003 100 -66.5 pilot
36-2-052 175 +70.1 ,22.4 I pilot
36-2-057 175 +69.9 17.9 pilot
36-2-079 100 +83.3 31.8 I
36- 2-0 85 100 +79.0 26.3
36- 2- 10 1 100 +68. 2
36-2-107 100 +76.6
36-2-141 100 +73.1 pi lot
217 15-21 6-3-028 100 ( +6 2 . 8) (359.3) 02 8 and 0 31directions
discordant
6- 3-0 31 100 (+80.3) (317.5)
6- 3-0 41 200 +17.3 228.9 I Pilot
6-3-047 200 , + 15. 3 212.0 pilot
6- 3-0 79 150 (+18.4) (59.3) 079, 083, 087, and
090 directions
discordan't; 087
and 0 90 0( 1 x 10-6
6-3-083 100 (+40.2) (65.5)
6-3-087 100 (+21.7) (294.1)
6-3-090 100 ( +5 .0) (326.6)
6-4-008 100 + 14.0 .:
6-4-011 100 +6.8
6-4-048 100 -0.9 280.61
6-4-052 100 -4.8 280. 8
6-6-015 100 1.4 123. 7 I
6-6-019 100 -7.4 130.5
6-6-026 100 (+12.8) 0( 1 x 10-6
6-6-075 100 (-18.5) (181.2) 075, 078, 081, 084 and.
087 directions dis-
cordant; 0( 1 x 10-6
6-6-078 100 (+8. 3) (22.8)
6-6-081 100 (+55.6) (318.4)
6-6-084 100 (+28.9) (66.2)
6-6-087 100 (+18.1) (195.2)
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App endi x II I (conti.nued)
Site Age Specimen Field I nc 1 . Decl. Conuents
217 26- 30 8-3-109 100 -8.1 80.9 109 and 114
( con. ) dìrections
concordant;
.; l.x 10-7
8- 3- 114 100 -10.3 79.8




.; 1 x 10-7
8-3-136 150 - 20. 2 54.8
8-3-140 150 -28.4 50.4
8-3-144 150 (-20.5) (10.8)
8-3-147 100 (-7.8) (348.1)




.; 1 x 10-6
8-4-023 200 -.5 272.3
8-4-027 200 -9.2 264.8
8-4-031 200 -8.3 273.6
8-4-034 100 -6.7 270.9
8-4-039 200 -1. 3 275.9
8-4-113 100 (+56.2) (8.7) 113 and 118directionsdiscordant;
.; 1 x 10-7
8-4-118 150 (+34.7) (223.7)
8-5-129 100 -7.4 256.3 129 and 135directions
concordant;
.; 1 x 10--6
8-5- 135 100 -12.7 255.2
217 30-40 9- 2-024 150 +16.0 44.2 024, 029, 037directions
concordant;
.; 1 x 10-7
9- 2-02 9 100 -4.9 36.3
9-2-037 150 + 14.9 29.5




.; 1 x 10-6
259
Appendix III (continued)
site Age Specimen Field Incl. Decl. Commen ts
217 30-40 9-2-058 100 ( +0. 2) (237.21
(con. ) 9-:2-062 100 +6.1 97.09-2-067 100 +1.1 90.3
9-2-071 100 - 14.8 82.9
9-3-074 100 (-13.6) (30.7) 074 and 083directions
di scordant;0( 1 x 10-6
9-3-083 100 (+28.2) (67.7)
9-3-128 100 +24.5 157 .0 128 and 137directions
concordant;
0( 1 x 10-6
9-3-137 100 +28.3 154.5
9-3-083 100 (+42.4) (48.1) 083, 087, 104
and ILL directions
dis corda!:6;
0( 1 x 10
9-4-087 100 (+33.6) (326.5)
9-4-104 100 (+24.0) (-42.0)
9-4-111 150 (+24.3) (69.3)
9-5-034 150 (-45.1) (242.4) 034 and 041directions
discordant;
0( 1 x 10-6
9-5-041 100 (-18.3) (159.0)
9-5-068 100 ( +3 3 . 9 ) (346.6) 068, 071, 076,
080 directions
discordant;
0( 1 x 10-6
9-5-071 100 (+34.0) (86.0)
9-5-076 150 (+18.0) (104.2)1
9-5-080 100 (+45.4) (343.4)
9-5-120 100 +31.8 144. 3 120 and 126directions
concordant;
120 0( 1 x 10-6
9-5-126 100 +26.8 141. 9
260
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Notes to Appendix III
1) Age in mybp, according to Berggren (1972) time scale.
2) The most stable cleaned directions are listed for all
samples. Directions given in parentheses were not used
in paleolatitude calculations for the reasons discussed
in the text.
3) Declinations are fiducial only, and they do not indicate
"true" declination. Declinations are given only for those
specimens which were drilled from one coherent piece of




AND ALTERNATING FIELD DEMAGNETIZATION CURVES











Stereonet Plots and Alternating Field Demagnetization Curve
for Representi ve Sediment Pilot Specimens
Semi-logarithmic plots of progressive alternating field cleaning
are given for twenty pilot sediment specimens. Normalized intensity is
plotted on the vertical axis and peak field strength (RMS) is plotted
in the horizontal axis. Single measurements are indicated by a cross;
replicate measurements are indicated by a vertical bar.
The directions observed after each cleaning step are plotted on
an equal area stereonet. Where the points are tightly grouped an ex-
panded scale is used and overlapping points are often omitted for
clarity. Solid symbols and lines indicate the lower hemisphere (+
inclination) and open symols 'and dashed lines indicate the upper
hemisphere (- inclination). Symols used: NRM - hexagon; 25 Oersted -
smailsquare; 50 Oe - small circle; 75 or 150 Oe - small dot (omitted
except in cases of large motions); 100 Oe - square; 200 Oe - triangle;
400 Oe - diamond.
Note that many specimens were subsampled from an intact piece of
drill core. Relative declinations were preserved between such specimens.
Data for the following specimens are plotted:
1. 214-32-2-057 Zones P7-Pll
214-34-6-079
2. 215-15-5-095 Zone P4
215-15-5-114
3. 215-16-5-128 Zone P4
215-16-5-140
263A
4. 216-05-2-082* s. be1emnos zone
216-05-2-096
5. 216-10-1-086 and 091 Zone N4
6. 216-14-2-062 and 069 Zones P19-P21
7. 216- 36-1-136 and 144 Maastrichtian
8. 217-6-3-041 and 047 Zone N5
9. 217-14-2-062 and 069 Zone P21
10. 217-14-5-144 and 147 Zone P4
* These specimens were incorrectly referenced as 2i6-16~2-089 and 093
on page 164.
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FROM THE EAST CENTRAL INDIAN OCEAN
275
This Appendix presents several approximately north-south
tracks of magnetic anomaly data in the east central Indian
Ocean. All data have been projected onto a north-south line
and interpolated at a one mile interval. The observed interval
was five minutes. In each figure the observed data are plotted
at the bottom and five plots of phaseshifted data are shown
above it. All data are plotted with north to the right. These
phaseshifted data show the deskewed form of the anomalies and
the variability of skewness along anyone track.
Representative phaseshifts (88) have been chosen for
each track, and a composite picture of all the data plotted
perpendicular to track is given in Figure 10 i Chapter IV.
Lunes of confidence for paleomagnetic pole positions are
presented in Figure 9, Chapter iv.
276
The following tracks are inc luded, in alphabetica 1 order:
Track South Lat. North Lat. Approximate 6. 9
to deskew
ANTIPODE 12 A _220 _60 _650
ANTI PODE 12 B _220 -160 _600
C i RC E 5 A _200 _2.50 _750
CIRCE 5 B _200 _80 _700
GLOMAR CHALLENGER 22 _100 00 _800
PIONEER A _50 +50 _800
PIONEER B _50 +50 _800
PIONEER C _50 +50 _900
VEMA 19 A _200 _60 _700
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